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The problem might be met more forthrightly, at least, by ex- Leathernecks. Time was when
con- help separate observances—Army
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING co.
Italian, Sergt. Craddock with
tending the special protections of the law only to unions whose
Graziella, or any invader with
stitutions bar Communists from office—a safeguard which one union Day, Navy Day, Marine Corps
0Its°.
Conn
Day.
Paloma or Sello. Yet the sun is
after another is setting up on its own anyway.
Since unification, though,
Gy Jane Eads
they're all put in one dish called
Washington — Not all collectors
Armed Forces Day. Ahd, it's com- are like the one who bought a
ing up—Saturday...
piece of skin that was supposed
All sorts of big things are plan- to be from the serpent in the
Private enterprise and freedom might be likened to Abel, and
ned, too, in numerous states Garden of Eden. But autograph
socialism and the welfare state to Cain.
t the country. Many collectors do buy fakes and forPrivate indtistry has the ability to produce in abundance but throughou
es in Kentucky will geries of famous signatures. Some
this is not enough. To overwhelm the utopian promises of the social- communiti
y participate. And, in areaS where libraries buy them to get them
ist state it must emphasize its irreplaceable value to the communit
there are military or naval in- off the market. Some fakes and
and the individual froin4he standpoint of opportunity and freedom.
stallations, special open-houses forgeries are more _valuable than
socialof
proposals
the
find
people
security,
In seeking greater
will be held.
the originals, usually because of
ism and the welfare state attractive. It takes a strong heart to turn
Fort Knox, Standiford Field and the skill with which they're made.
down government handouts, until it it understood that that kind of
of Louisville Naval
Some of these were shown at
help is a snare and a delusion and a destroyer orteal benefits that the University
Science Building in our own the Library of Congress when the
grow from individual initiative and thrift.
Louisville area come under that National Society of Autograph
Socialism kills individual freedom Whenever given a chance,
group. And, besides that, the Collectors got together here to
rise.)
Journal-Enterp
(The
just as Cain killed Abel.
11th Airborne Division will stage show off their prize plums, ex.
a training jump at Bowman Field change ideas on the art of colin Louisville, the first mass para- lecting and buy and sell items
chute jump v-eve ever had An among themselves. One man paid
aerial show is also on the sched- $14 for a famous "Spring forgery"
The male is a jot less mere than he was when we last noticed ule for Godman Airforce base at of George Washington. "Autohot
coffee
over
him. That was before than vending machine poured
Fort Knox.
graph is a word with unfortunate
a protesting customer in a Minneapolis restaurant the other day.
will get into the connotation," David Mearns, asMarines
The
it
The customer, to be sure, provoked the machine by banging on
act with a mock amphibious as- sistant librarian of Congress, told
when it forgot to supply sugar and cream with the beverage. But the sault from the Ohio River at me. "It invokes a picture of small
point is that the machine talked back.
Louisville's 4th and River streets. boys standing outside a stage
This means the end of those utopian dreams in which, we are
And, winding up the big shin- door, program in one hand, pencil
rowhich
in
world
The
indulging.
been
has
told, the less unfair sex
dig for us will be the 24th annual in another."
erthe
running
dishes,
the
doing
bots will take the place of men,
National Defense Day dinner at
The Society is an organization,
rands, making the money, but, above all, never talking back— that the Brown Hotel Saturday night. he said, of serious historians
world is not just around the corner, after all.
The speaker will be Major-Gen- whose main interest is collecting
Robots, too, apparently have the vices of their virtues. Being eral Anthony MacAuliffe, the gen- source maetrial with particular
dependable, nay infallible, nearly 100 per cent of the time, they, tleman who not-so-politely said emphasis on manuscrips. It has
like their human counterparts in trousers, have some latent sense of "nuts" to the Germans at Bas- about 500 members, many of
their own worth and dignity. It slumbers, mayhap, away back togne when they demanded his whom are amateur collectors,
among the cogwheels, springs, and whatever it is that keeps them surrender.
many librarians, scholars and
ticking. But under too sharp or too sustained an assault it asserts
It is interesting to note, inci- professors. Dr. Joseph E. Fields,
itself.
dentally, that the menu for this an obstetrician teem Joliet, Ill.,
This makes men only seinisatisfactory as husbands. Of course, banquet—an All-American affair presided over the meeting.
this has been worrying them dreadfully in this age when robots bid —is printed in French. Pommes
There was much discussion on
gallantly for wives' attentions in the supermarket, in the quarter-in- de Terre Parisienne! Primeurs de the problem of mistaken identiCavidols!—in
the
of
e
Shades
matinee
Fruits Frappe!
the-slot laundry, in office lobbies, and—thos
ties. The collectors point out there
theater foyers. But here it is in the headlines, and if a man holds his alry!
are many identical names in hisBut seriously, there is a good tory. There were John Hancock,
newspaper just right at the breakfast table—high 'up, that is, in
front of his face—his wife will hardly be able to miss the item on the old Ameerican flavor to the oc- the signer of hte Declaration of
casion—a poem written especially Independence, and John Hanreverse side: "Robot Talks Back, Too."
(The Christian Science Monitor.) for this observance of Armed cock, his clergyman grandfather;
Forces Day. The poet is Sergeant Behedict Arnold, the traitor, and
Normna Ellis of the Kentucky Benedict Arnold, Jr.; Daniel CalKentucky On The March
Military District headquarters. roll, signer of the Declaration,
The title: "Kentucky". And, here and Daniel Carrol, a nephew. The
'Us;
Society is setting up a committee
"I stand upon a Kentucky hill
to clear the signatures.
the
And, grasp the beauty of
Original items were displayed
By Ewing Galloway
land;
by the library to show the differ
With thousands in Kentucky and millions in the nation being Below the lazy river runs,
ences between them and forger
made chronic moochers, deadbeats, by handouts from city, county,
Through a channel of God's own ies and fakes, and the skill wit
piping hot, and ready to serve. And fast, thrifty,
-ou'll find yourself singing in the kitchen, too,
state and Federal bureaus, it's heartening to see individuals preserve
hand.
are
executed.
the
last
which
ces.
circumstan
crushing
but
in
all
ct
self-respe
their
their intrigity,
surface units give you five ranges of heat, from a
when you've a cool, clean, fast automatic electric
Original items were displayed
This story is about a personal friend with whom I played tennis Across the way the woodlands
dead slow simmer to a rollicking boil.
by the library to show the differrange, and a dependable, trouble-free automatic
grow,
for more than a decade. He is of Scandinavian ancestory, which fact
between them and forgeries
's
twin
delights1
The
housewife
fits readily into the story. For convenience I'll call him Oland.
Gigantic trees that pierce the ence
heater.
water
electric
You can certainly appreciate the advantages
and fakes, and the skill with
sky;
When the depression of 1929 to 1934 got really tough along in
the last are executed.
which
had
resthe
far
Thus
wayside
own
the
traveler,
very
of a dependable supply of hot water, for dishes,
Shade
Just picture them in your home. Your
1932 Oland's salary was cut about 25 per cent.
Among the originals were letters
ing
managed to support a wife and thirteen children. Fifteen bodies to
laundry, bathing, scrubbing—for just everything
Wilde, Rudyard Kipup-to-the-minute electric range that turns out blue
With this vastness how small from Oscar
shelter and clothe, fifteen mouths to feed. The ages of the children
ling, King George V when a boy,
that makes hot water a must. For matchless conby
and
am I.
remote control,
time,
every
cooking
ribbon
ranged from one year to seventeen. Hardly any clothes could be
Daniel Webster, Warren Harding,
bought, the grocery bills were reduced by buying cheaper cuts of
venience, choose an electric hot water heater
Napoleon Bonaparte, Sir Salter
too, if you like. Pop dinner into the oven, set a
Where I stand the breezes blow,
meat.
n
a
d
Christian
Shelley
Scott,
sized for your family.
Whispering the lore of years
dial or two, and when you return dinner is cooked,
A second salary cut came early in 1933, and soon afterward the
Scientist Mary Baker Eddy, who
ago;
employer gave Oland the gate. That was enough to drive some men
-constant desire to
a
deplored
tales of the Indians' way,
to a leap into the river. It certainly would have sent 99 men out of Exciting
on.
smoke."
MINION
••••• imi•• go..•
41•1111.1
This lahd their own Manitou.
100 scampering to a liandout agency. But our big-family man
letter from Benea
was
There
charts
You can cook electrically, and heat water electrically, for less than you think. Check the
hatched an idea that seemed to promise temporary relief at least.
dict Arnold, dated Aug. 5, 1780, a
I listen well,
below to see what cooking and hot water wiN cost an average family of four. The cookina
The firm, a bank controlling a steamship line to South America, had With eager mind
of
his
before
days
few
discovery
and
of
Boone
names
the
For
a lot Ot wine in its warehouses that nobody in those tough times
chart is based on 100 kilowatt-hours a month for cooking. Hot water costs are based on test'
treason. Addressed to Gen. RobClark;
that indicate the average family of four uses about 1300 gallons of hot water a month.
seemed to want. The employer said to go to it and take a liberal
it
the
Army,
ol
ert
Howe
British
These men made Kentucky rise;
commission.
infor
his
"kindly
Howe
thanks
GlICTINC PAPA MATING COOT
ILICTINC COOKING COST
Though the days were sad and
Oland's acquaintances were mostly large business people on
terest", asks names of Howe's
VIII Ow**
MN Gs
*Park
yew
preessel
N
dark.
ewer amok
Brookthe verge of taking cyanide of potassium or jumping off the
Dear State be proud bow to none, secret agents, declaring "I will
COMM MU COST
44
SIN
MORK
'din
NOP,
op
bestir
GO
le
Si...
dellIming
"419
lyn bridge.
engage upon honour to make no
$11 passe Mir se 010.004
Yet lend not to strife. or hate;
PM
340
GAO TO 1.70 ISKTIK moon MU ant
But the commission job was a straw that might keep the fifteen
Hold high the banner of freedom, discovery of them among any
St pdho• Peke dellverlos
while
straw
COST
a
Tett
2.40
MINN
with
MORK
swim
RP
TO
CIO
can
I
like BenjaOlands afloat. You know. some people
3.11
For free men are noble and person breathing."
41 paws INN es •4000•11 est•
SAS
min Franklin's letter of July 5,
tie
4.00 TO 4.10 SLICTRIC PORING WIG COST
others sink with a bale of hay.
great.
gollea
bum,
dellvedep
1775, to Mr. Strahan, M. P.:
4.11
Desperation* is a powerful force, and my friend had enough of
3.00
3.40 TO 3.11 ItIPMC COOKING Will COST
24 *diem deli ea Minsk awe
1.10
"You as a member of ParliaAh! State, Beloved State, we
it to make us weaker folk nob a bank. And he sold the wine. Sold
ment and one of that majority
kneel,
it in three months and found a large retail firm that was glad to
which has doomed my country to
.In exalted thanks to God:
back him with a large stock.
In the meantime, three sons got small jobs weekends in the sub- That here is the land of Ken- destruction, you have begun to
burn our towns and murder our
tucky,
urban town where the family lived. Two worked as delivery boys
May we preserve its sacred people. Look upon your hands!
for a grocery, the other took any odd jobs he could find. The boys
They are stained with the blood of
sod."
earned from $2 to $4 each per week. By the end of the awful year
Wherever you are,'there's a your relations. You and I were
1939, Oland had pushed his earnings up to $100 a week.
•SI 11”10•S AT II
man or woman you know who long friends—you are now My
for one single handout during
And the Olands never asked
the
enemy,
and—
of
the
uniform
wears
Proudly
fact
the
of
proud
one of-the fifteen Is
CA
those tough years. And every
"I am yours,
U.S.A. Armed Forces Day. SfturwMkout outside help.
"
."'•
'
•
Trastisliss,
that they made the grade
her
and
der:
day
his
di**. is
Advocate)
(Syndicated by the Union County
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Speech Training For The
Child Starts At Home

belt Farmers Find
greens Save Soil

Ashby, district forthe Illinois State De.f Conservation, says
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pine seedlings are
the farmer for one
They are cultivated
vice sponsored nur-

s'ties.
t t e aid of a new
size tree planting .machine produced by Harry A. Lowther, Joliet, Ill., an average of 1,060 seedlings can be planted io one hour.
His tree planters are used nationwide in reforestation programs.
William A. Kluend( r,. forestry
and agriculture agent with the
Chicago and North Western Relit:0m4, servos as 'A present-day
Johnny Appleseed. He demonstrates modern tree-planting techniques to farmers in territory
serviced by the rail-oad.
Kluender aidee Ralph Hawks,
Clinto n, Iowa, veterinarian,
launch his private reforestation
program this spring. Hawks expects his tree growing venture to
finance higher education for his
two boys who now are four and
five years old.
Buying 85 acres at $7.50 an
acre, Hawks planted 30,000 seedlings. His tree plantation is on
sand wasteland near Fulton, Illinois. He will eventually plant
90,000 trees on it.
Profits from tree growing are
reaped in a long-tithe process.
Seven years after the seedlings
are planted, they can he thinned
out to make room for maturing
trees. The farmer can harvest
Christmas trees.
At the end of 15 years, more
trees can be cut for fence posts
and cord wood. After 30 years
have rolled by, the pines have
grown to telephone pole and cabin log size.

By David Taylor Misrke
ivation, uhd favorable environTause most children learn to ment who is able to overcome his
speak as they grow up, *e have speech difficulties there a r e
come to look upon speech as many who are not successful,
something every child will devel- :hose ambitions are frequently
op by itself at the proper time.
thwarted and whose lives and
e t, says Ethel Brideford, personalities are sometimei disspeech and hearing specialist of torted becauie of the neglect of
the Rapid City Public Schools and their speech. This "leave it-aloneSouth Dakota Division of Crip- and-he'll-outgrow-it" attitude has
pled Children, speech is not an not proved good advice, she says
as "there are one and a half milinherited talent.
Writing in the South Dakota lion speech defectives of school
Education Association Journal, age in this country alone."
About 80 to 70 per cent of
she points out:
"We have our eyes with which speech difficulties in school chilto see and our ears to/ hear, but dren are due to the fact they have
we have been created with no not learned to make and to use
organ primarily for speech. The speech- sound correctly. They suborgans we use for speech are stitute, omit, or distort the proprimarily for eating, breathing, duction of sounds.
and maintaining life. Each perTraining in speech improveson must train these organs to ment, at least in the first five
take on the added burden of grades, she maintains, should be
EVACUATION BY FORCE: Two Winnipeg, Manitoba, policemen speech."
a definite part of the ,elementary
pull the fighting Ruby Couch from the porch of her Sanitarium
She comments that the tradi- school curriculum. If fifteen minafter evacuation orders had been given to clear the Norwood tional
attitude toward the child utes daily could be assigned to
Bridge approach district. Mrs. Couch refused to get out herself whose speech
deviates from the this work, the results would show
and refused to let any of the patients be removed. The police normal pattern
of other children's not only better speakers, but betfinally took things into their own hands and forcefully removed has
been, "Oh, leave him alone! ter spellers, better reader's and
her.(AP Wirephoto)
He'll outgrow it!" But for every better students. This doesn't mean
Great Salt Lake City was re- child with sufficient ability, mot- speech improvement should cease
named Salt Lake City in 1868.

Services at the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church were well
attended despite the rain Thursday night. .
Several from this corrununtiy
attended the baccalaureate services at the Fredonia gymnasium
Sunday night as five of the graduates were from this community.
The Rev. Holland Thomas, postor
of the Fredonia Baptist Church,
Potato water was once regard- delivered the address.
ed as medicinal lotion in Ireland.
Mrs. Basil Dalton a n d Mrs.
Clyde Dalton visited Mr. and Mrs.
Hewlett Sigler of near Smithland
Sunday.
Mrs. L. W. Guess is attending
the spring session of school at
Murray State College.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentis Nelson of
Detroit are visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hey Nelsqn. The
family .is attending the graduation exercises at Fredonia High
School where Mr. Nelson's only
sister is a member of the graduating class.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Baker attended the funeral services of
Mrs. Effie Baker Barnes in Fredonia Sunday.
The Crider Homemakers Club
will meet Wednesday with Mrs.
Floyd Dunbar.
Major Brown spent the weekend with relatives and friends,
returning to Evansville Sunday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Woodall
of Evansville spent Mother's day
with her Mother, Mrs. Major
Brown and Mr. Brown.
Everyone who passes down the
highway through the Crider community admires the field of Crimson clover of Hugh Yates. The entire field is a solid mass of red
blooms.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Riley attended the funeral services of
Mrs. Barnes in Fredonia Sunday.
Mrs. William Phelps is visiting
her parents, Mt. and Mrs. Johnson
Myers.

U. K. Announces Five
Graduation Speakers

Sherman Cooper, special OMR,
tent to the Secretary of State,
commencement speaker.

Five prominent speakers will
help the University of Kentucky Try A Leader Classified Ad!
put on the biggest commencement week program in its 88GIVE US ANOTHERdtASSyear history the week of May 28.
OF"LIQUID HEALTH.MM
They are Dr. Daniel A. Poling of
-THAT GOOD MILK FROM
New York, president of the ChrisPRINCETON CREAMERY
tian Herald, baccalaureate speaker; Thomas A. Ballantine, presiWE MEAN.
dent of the Louisville Chamber of.
Commerce, alumni banquet speaker; Dr. Henry H. Hill, president
of Peabody College, commencemeht luncheon speaker, and John
after the fifteen minute period,
nor at the end of the fifth grade.
Rather all classroom activities
and all subjects should be used to
teach good speech habits to children.
Nor should speech training be
confined to the school alone.
Each and every parent would do
well to attempt a speech correction program. This can be developed in an organized, systematic
and progressive manner through
the cooperation of the school.

•
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STATIONED IN JAPAN
Private William A. Willoughby,
son of Mrs. Hortence Willoughby,
of 540 North Seminary street, is
a member of the 24th Infantry
Regiment, now stationed at Gifu,
Japan, it is announced.

Bakers In Your Vicinity Are In A Price War!
SOMEBODY IS GOING TO GET HURT - - And IT'LL BE YOU, MRS. CONSUMER!

The "applause meter" used to
check on radio studio audiences
is a simple gadget that measures
the volume of sound electrically.
It requires 50,000 horse power
to provide the right amount of
force for t h e latest supersonic
wind tunnel for testing aircraft.

Vac.At nhAnasa.

43c
25c
25c
25c
21c
ILK, large can
Limit, 12 to customer
ES, sweet, qt .

10c
39c
10c

AR, qt.
OLATE DRINK, 9 oz. can
RETIES, ail 'popular brands
NS,360 size, doz

5c
$1.63
30c

n Salad - Ham Salad - Pimento Cheese
Salad -• - FRESH DAILY
CLOSE 8:30 P. M.
6:30 A. M.

RRY'S GROCERY
DIAL 3422

1 1 V4, IrlAnnflAINI“

YOU BOY BREAD FOR A BASIC FOOD
TO REPLACE LOST ENERGY!!!

Sunbeam

is dedicated to the
very highest Quality
with all ingredients
LABORTORY TESTED!
SUNBEAM is your guarantee for full nutritional value --- PROTEINS, CALCIUM, VITAMINS, and MINERALS - - BY

ALL COMPARISON
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Frpdvonia News

News From The Past

filtage Xi) ur Citigno

Mrs. Lee Burklow spent "MothMr. and Mrs. F. G. Whitt and
Sheely
datighter,-Patty,-- all of Memphis, eel's Day" -with her son,
Rushing in
spent the weekend with her par- Rushing and Mrs.
Sturgis.
.ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Butts.
Rev. Mark Padon, Cairo, 111.,
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Bugg and
daughter, Bobby Joe, of Evans- spent Tuesday and Wednesday of
ville, spent Sunday with his last week with Miss Georgia
mother, Mrs. Mlle Bugg, and Mr. Boaz and D. 0. Boaz and Mrs.
and Mrs. Dave Perkins and fam- Boaz.
ily.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Cox, Benton,
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore, Sr., spent Sunday as guests of their
and Coy, Jr., of Frankfort, spent daughter, Mrs. W. W. Gillihand
the weekend at their home here. and Mr. Gillihand.
Mrs. Isabell Yandell and son,
Miss Bonnie King and Miss
Joyce Johnson students at Bethel Bruce, of London, Ky., spent the
Woman's College, Hopkinsville, weekend with her parents, Mr.
spent the weekend with the par- and Mrs. C. A. Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Faughn visents of Miss King, Mr. and Mrs.
ited his parents in Lamasco SunJ. W. King.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowe and chil- day.
Mr .and Mrs. Kelly Bradshaw
dren, of near Hopkinsville, spent
Saturday as guests of Mrs. Rachel attended the Derby in Louisville
last week.
Wyatt and sons.
Chartists Brockrneyer, Jr., atMrs. Jennie Brasher has returned to her home near Dycusburg tended a military meeting for reafter spending several days with serve officers in Owensboro Sather son, Cecil Brasher, and Mrs. urday and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Rogers and
Brasher.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. McEl- children were in Evansville Monroy and sons, Bobby and Jimmy, day.
Mr. and hies. Smith Lowry
Hodgenville,'spent the weekend
with her mother, Mrs. Florence were Sunday 'dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. C. B. Meadows in
.Parj• and Miss Dorothy Parr.
t Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy Princeton.
trockrneyer and
Mrs.
and son, Alton, Ill., spent the
weekend with her parents, Mr. daughter, Sandra, spent the weekand Mrs. Coy Moore. They were end with her parents, Mr. and
accompanied home by Mrs. Moore. Mrs. Shell Hunsaker, near Princewho will spend a few weeks vis- ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jonas Hearod
iting.

There Is No Other Store Like

CAYCE-YOST
In All of West Kentucky
They have what you need for Farm and Home
living; put it all on one Account.

A COMPLETE:
Hardware Department

Mentions of those
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and
county almost
Caldwell
and
Princeton
of
populace
who made up the
files of Twiceyellowed
the
In
but
nowhere
yealcisgo recorded
pliblhared as.regular Leader
A-Week Lead.oi thine-jitters will be
the Princeton refeature. The articles are reproduced just as
wrote them.
porters, shortly after the turn of the century,
10, 1918. Mrs. Ed
September 10, 1918. Major R. September
Memphis, Tenn., reW. Ogilvie, of Camp Upton, Long McCamey, of
Irides), after a three
Island, N. Y., who is on a ten- turned home
her parents, Mr.
to
visit
weeks'
his
with
been
has
furlough,
day
Akin.
H.
R.
Mrs.
and
mornSaturday
last
since
family
.• •
Mg, but will leave tomorrow to
daughSeptember 13, 1918. Mrs. Willie
accompany his wife and
ter to Hendersonville, N. C. Mayes and daughters, Misses
where they will spend the win- Anna Meade and Dorothy, will
ter. Major 0g3ivie will go to return this afternoon from a
Camp Upton from there.
three months' visit to the family
• •
of Capt. C. T. Allen at Kenbridge
September 10, 1918. D. W. Sat- ;Va., and Stewart A. Allen in New
•
terfield, second class seaman, sta- York.
• • •
tioned at Camp Logan, Zion City,
Ill., who,is on a 20-day furlough, September 13, 1918. Alvin Lisis spending a few days with his anby left yesterday for Lexingparents, Mr. and Mrs. Dixie Sat- ton to enter Military School.
terfield.
September 13, 1918. Born to
wife of S. 0. Catlett, this
the
• • •
September 10, 1918. Earl Hill- morning a fine nine pound girl.
yard, who joined the navy jp jier name is Margaret Addle.
.
.July, received a call yesterday
•• I •
Charleston,
morning to report at
September 13, 1918. Sheriff
that
S. C., at once, and left for
Fred McConnell, Squire George
place at 3 o'clock yesterday af- H. Smiley and John Martin are
ternoon.
attending the State Fair at Louis• • •
ville.
Clifton Hollowell
September 10, 1918. Marc Goldnamer, of Washington, D.
LMAYOS
Rev. Hatler To Deliver
enroute home from attending the
Bethel Vesper Address
at
his
brother-in-law,
of
burial
* *
*,* * * * * * * *
The Rev. H. G. M. Hatter, pasNashville, Tenn., spent a few days
in the city with his parents, Mr. tor of the First Baptist Church,
spent the weekend with her sister,
and Mrs. Jake Goldnamer, and Princeton, will deliver the anMrs. Steve Jones and Mr. Jones
left at noon today for Washing- nual address at the Bethel Wornin Murray.
Mr. David Stallins remains ser- ton.
an's College Vesper service on
Jocie
Mrs.
Dinner guests of
• • •
iously ill.
Sunday afternoon, June 4, accordMr.
Quertermous Sunday were
Mr. Dewey P'Pool, Clarksville,
to an announcement by Dr.
ing
Miss
10,
Bernie
1918.
September
and Mrs. James Quertermous, Tenn., spent Friday with homeWright James, presi
Powhatan
for
Sims
left
afternoon
yesterday
Anna, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. Charlie folk.
Bowling Green, to enter the West dent of Bethel.
Quertermous and son, and Mr.
Mrs. Loyd Stallins was in Nash- Kentucky State Normal.
Sponsored by the youth organiand Mrs. Euclid Quertermous and
ville Tuesday visiting her daughSeptember 10, 1918. Gayle Pet- zation of the First Baptist Church
Donna.'
ter.
titt, John W. Young, Frank Black- of Hopkinsville, the vesper service
The American Legion Auxiliary
Mrs. Cora McNeeley and burn and J. R. Catlett left here is one af the special features of
met Friday night for the election daughter spent the weekend with this morning in Mr. Pettit's car, t h e commencement series of
of officers for the year. Offices Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin.
for Louisville to attend the State events. It will be held on the
and those elected to them were
Mr. Robert Langham spent the Fair.
Bethel campus.
president, Mrs. W. B. Conway; weekend with his mother.
vice-president, Mrs. Dave PerMrs. Wayne Eldridge and
kins; secretary, Mrs. Russell MelPeggy, spent Friday
ton; treasurer, Mrs. J. B. Sory; daughter,
her daughter, Mrs. Shirley
with
Bennett;
H.
Ivan
Mrs.
chaplain,
sergeant-at-arms, Mrs. Ambie Ful- Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Holloman
ler, and historian, Mrs. Charles
have purchased a new home
Brockmeyer. '
Beshears. They moved
Mrs. Ruby Crider, Marion, from J. 0.
spent Friday afternoon as guest there Saturday.
TAILORED TO FIT YOUR DEBT AND INCOME
Mr. W. H. Franklin visited Mr.
of Mrs. Veldin Yandell.
Circle No. 2, of the Baptist Henry Peek Sunday.
Many farm loans are made hurriedly without
Mrs. Monroe Coleman and litW.M.U., met with Mrs. Charles
Brockmeyer Thursday afternoon. tlg daughter spent Sunday as
consideration of the debt to the income from the
The conanton of Mrs. Roxie guest of her mother.
farm. Oftentimes these loans fit neither the farm
Mrs. Bettie Crowder visited
Oliver, who suffered a paralytic
stroke recently at her home in Mrs. LaRue Crowder Sunday.
nor the income from the farm.
Mr. Paul Dukes was in this
Caldwell Springs community, reMonday.
Jim
community
son,
Her
unchanged.
mains
Brooks, and Mrs. Brooks have
Several from here attended
FEDERAL LAND BANK loans are carefully
been at her bedside during her services at the Northside Baptist
fitted to the farm debt as well as the farm income.
illness.
Church Sunday.
Donald Brasher spent several
AMORTIZED over a long period of time to
days last week in Bowling Green. Homecoming And Square
Miss Joan Butts is visiting Mr.
make small principal payments. Interest at 4t
and Mrs. F. G. Whitt in Memphis, Dance To Feature Fair
Tenn.
Louisville — (AP) — A homeper annum, guaranteed throughout the term of
Mr. Freddie Zurmuehlen and coming celebration a n d square
the contract.
children of Anderson, Ind., were dance contest are among the specguests of his mother, Mrs. Mar- ial events scheduled for the Kengaret Zuermuehlen and Mr. and tucky State Fair, September 10-16.
NO APPLICATION - - - or APPRAISAL FEES
L. Doc Cassidy, director of speMrs. Russell Yates over the weekcial -events, said the homecoming
end.
Mrs. Preston Holloman left opening day will begin with a paSaturday for Princeton, Ill., rade with prizes awarded for the
where she will join her husband, best floats.
who is employed there.
Monday of fair week has been
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Young and designed as Press and Radio Day
DIAL 3.551
P. 0. BOX NO. 70
son, Bob; of Louisville, are visit- and Tuesday will be Farm Bureau
KENTUCKY
PRINCETON,
ing his father, L. B. Young and Day.
Mrs. Young.
The Kentuckiana square dance
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Tramel and championship contest will be held
Mr, Bill Tramel,. Rock Castle, Wednesday, with prizes ranging
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mar- from $150 to $50. Thursday will be
ion Haevill Tuesday.
known as Governor's Day, a feaMrs. Isabell Vanden and son, ture of which will be a high
Guess
W.
Bruce, London, Mrs. L.
school band display.
and Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Walker
Friday will be Kentucky Youth
were dinner guests of Mr. and
and County Fairs Day with blue
ribbon winners at the 1950 fair
•
participating in a parade- of
champions.
The closing day, Saturday, has
been designated as Kentucky
Armed Forces Day. A program for
that day has been arranged by
personnel at Fort Knox.
On Monday, May 15, des U. S. Savings Bonds Independence Drive opens throughout the nation, continuis the
ing through the TOWS of July. he symbol
Steve
Liberty Bell, sochrcled by the campaign theme:
Bonds.
for Your ladependence--Buy if. S. Savings
which
The year-round Savings Bonds program, of
fosters the
this annual campaign is an important pert,
erment
spirit of self-reliance and the urge foe self-bett
inventiveness,
that, along with individual materiels*,
forward
productivity and thrift have carried us steadily
so build a
since the Cum settlers braved the wilderness
free Arne:kn.
against
Through regular myinp we build up reserves
kassr years,
neisfostune and provide income for our
eccomuktes
dsos lessening the burden upon others. We
invesumenu. The
funds for worthwhile purchases and
*wimp in I
buying power we store up (individual
wale* so.
Bonds alone exceed $34,000,0(A000 in cash
employment
day) helps to stabilise business and
through the years.
so help ths
As your mayor, I urge all who are able
city reeds
volunteer Savings Bonds Commines of this
campaign.. The
every possible Bond buyer during the
osIOSS and dee
more we exceed our Independence Drive
saving, through
more we spread the habit of regular
Bonds as banks
the Payroll Savings Plan or purchase of
does for ourand poet offices, the more we shall have
selves, our community and our nation. 11111B11111111,
time
In honor of the liberty Bell, hallowed symbol of
American principles by which we live and grow sod
prosper, I gill upoiser to signal the opening
bolls
of this Independence Drive by theringing of
throughout the city at noon and the displaying of our
nation's flag on Monday, May 15. Jr

Farm Implement Department
MINNEAPOLIS-MOLINE, AVERY, HOLLAND

Seed Department
COMPLETE LINE OF FIELD AND GARDEN VARIETIES
WEST KENTUCKY'S MOST COMPLETE
RECLEANING PLANT

Furniture Department
FLOOR COVERINGS AND HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE

Sporting Goods Department
WEST KENTUCKY'S MOST COMPLETE
LARSON BOATS, EVENRUDE MOTORS

Appliance Department
FRIGIDAIRE, EASY, YOUNGSTOWN
HOOVT, LAWN FURNITURE

WEST KENTUCKY'S MOST COMPLETE
COSCO, SANNETTE, RUBBERMAID

Four Generations of the Same Families
Have Traded with Cayce-Yost
IN HOPKINSVILLE IT'S

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY
•
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Naturally, we like to hear people talk about Pontiec's
new low price—Pontiac value is something to talk
•boutl
But the most important fact about Pontiac is this.
Pentiac's vain* itfar inkrer Ohm its price,That's why
more people are buying new Pontiacs today than
ever before.
Pontiac is. wonderful car to awn,a wonderful car
to drive,•wonderful car to be seen in. And, with only
ordinary care, Pontiac keeps fin being • wonderful
car for•long, long time.
Come on in and see for your•ell.

M.& S.Motor And Implement Co.
210 EAST MARKET ST.
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PROTECT YOUR HOME NOW
with SHERWIN-WILI1AX
HOUSE

IA°
.,14ERWIN"
.c

S1HP

Mrs. John Cox Saturday.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
L. B. Young Sunday were Mr. and
Mrs. Milton Young and son, Bob,
Louisville, and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Young, Evansville.
Dinner guests of Mrs. Florence
Parr and Miss Dorothy Parr Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. C. A. McElroy and sons, Bobby and Jimmy, Hodgenville; Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Cochran and son, John,
Marion; Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker and
children, Jackie, Joe, Molly and
Paul, Princeton, and Miss Imogene Wigginton.
Rev. Holland Thomas attended
the Southern Baptist Convention
in Chicago last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn
and Mr. and Mrs. Malcom Blackburn and children, Janet and Marilyn, were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul West Sunday.
Miss Ethel Bright and Mrs. Dorroh, of Princeton, were Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Bright.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith Lowry were
in Paducah Saturday.
Several of the young people of
the. First Presbytrelan church
participated in a "Mother's Day"
program Sunday morning in connection with the service which
was.dellvered by the Rev. Harry
IC. Flowers of

MORE BEAUTY...
SWP colors awe smart sad new ansl
ar• th• fin•st hous• paints that
Shisrwin.Williams het ever mode.

LESS WORK ...

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
MU

SWP's whiter whites era se formulated that th•y produce•tough
resistant surface which lasts long*,
sad stays whiter than •rdinery
ieus• points.

note

A tough wake*
weer mister., pot/Wien lot port*

end flews

READY TO-USE

.LO
KEMG

SW, is caritfully formulated to
produce a brilliant try, white that
will work *osier and,, the brush,
give better hiding power and require less material in the long run.

LESS COST...

ow

PORCH AND

MORE ENDURANCE ...
SWP is formulet•d by metier
point technicians t• mak* it last
effort ordinary paints will hens
dMotioret•d.

PAINT

„,,

NEW LOW
PRICE

SWP GIVES YOU
(

A newly developed X-ray tube
is only 2% inches long and 1%
inches in diameter. It was designed for use in dentistry.

I
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CHECK these DANGER SlIt

Federal Land Bank Loans

!
So Big—So Good—So Beautiful

hollur hi/.Do/kr- you twit heata
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FOR PROTECTION OUTSIDE
FOR ENJOYMENT INSIDE

Dawson Road

THREE RIVERS NAT'L
FARM LOAN ASSOCIATION

Housew,are Department
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YALE, STANLEY, SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

kw people have any
meking flower ariang
those who sic not gibig
learn to improve their
by applying a few sive
Mrs. Russell Yates and Mrs. plea, of design," they 'id*
Waiters Woodall were licuttesaltLta liaLteshnitsznis were -se
the Fredonia Valley Homemakers Mrs. Floyd Jones, hire
Baker, Mrs. Russell ye
Club Tuesday afternoon in the
Walton Woodall, MIL Rub;i
Teen-Age room. They also served ridge, Mrs.
Herman Brent.
as leaders.
Virgil Coleman, Mils.
w
Mrs. Herman Brenda and Mrs. lihan, Mrs. Charles %Vika;
•Anie Vinson conducted the devo- Mrs. Opal Rice.
Others were Mrs Sara
tional with Mrs. Floyd Jones,
president, leading the business. Mrs. Byrd Guess, Mrs. if
Young, Mrs. Cecil Brother
session.
:
Discussion at the meeting on Adrian Faught and kin
flower arrangement was led by Rogers. Visitoi were Haab
Mrs. Woodall and Mks. Yates. Wilma Vandiver and Mrs
"Flowers add to a room a charm- Fa ughn.
ing spirit of freshness and cheer
Cumberland Gap wig th
which cannot be achieved in any
other way," they said. "Only a easy route to the wegt

Fredonia Valley.
Homemakers Meet

ma•

nt.

LOOKS AND WALK{
EWE BAKED
ENAMEL

$2.39

MAR-NOT Vorniill

$1.65

FLAT•RITE Undercoat,'
RO-LAC Varnish Stain. "IA

Q

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS
ADDRESS
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Today, if you
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PHONE

The Same Famous Quality ... Everywhere
AT YOUR

NEARBY SHIA WIN

WILLIAMS DEALER

ELDRED HARDWARE CO
PHONE 2751

ILLIN

NOTICE TO VOTERS

Mails

Registration Books Close Tuesday, June 6th, 1950, and will remain
closed until after the Primary Election to be held Saturday, August
5th,1950.
To be legally qualified to vote in the Primary Election persons must be
registered in the Precinct in which they reside.
Qualifications to be eligible for registration:
.(1) Persons 21 years of age, or older, and
persons who will reach their 21st birthday on or before the General Election to
be held Tuesday, November 7, 1949.
(2) A resident of the State 1 year, prior to

Aug. 5th; A resident of Caldwell County 6 months, prior to Aug. 5th; A resident of the Precinct 60 days, prior to
Aug. 5th.

I

1

•

escsos
Women voters married since last voting
should register under their married
name.

Voters who may be in doubt concerning their registration or whether
registered in the proper precinct are urged to check the registration
records in this office.

COUNTY COURT CLERK

.
marg

FOR
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May 18, 1950
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and J .W. Hazzard making up one
team of judges. Curtis George,
Claude McConnell, P. M. Sell
serve as another judging team. W.
y
Kentuck
By John S. Gardner,
P. Oldham, Roy Francis, Maxwell
College of Agriculture and
Morgan form the third group of
Home Economics
The sixteen entries in the Cald- judges.
.1.
11.......141.........11110111111.1•1011H1111111111.1iiiiiiiiii111111111111111111
well Ceunty green pasture contest
At the end of the year the farmTHE BEAN BEETLE
visited by the commit- er having the highest score will
Any day now, the fight to save have been
fudges- for -the -first -period-,4 ha iferaetear au Caldwell County— -- beans from bugs will Mart. Ifi tee- of
will be visited again Master Pastureman for the year
fact, the first contingent may al- The farms
in mid-summer and 1950, according to County Agent
ready have come in the form of and judged
for the third and last R. A. Mabry.
ing foods which they produce on
the "general feeders" that make in October
their farm.
roundish holes in the leaves. They judging.
Mrs. Traylor said, "Our frying
Farmers entered in the contest Try A Leader Classified Ad!
Gus Tolliver of Knott county stay only long enough for their
freeze
chickens are now ready to
grazed nine cows all winter on 14 preferred weeds to get ready, and include W. P. Oldham, and Rayand we have made plans for
acres of 2-year-old fescue, saving rarely need to be taken seriously. mond Stroube, Cadiz road; W. G.
freeting several quarts of strawhim two-thirds of his usual 'feed However, when beans grow slow- and Claude McConnell, Otter
Dial 3211
berries".
costs.
ly. exaggerating the injury, it Pond; Lofton Jones, Eddy Creek;
Ted
Varieties of strawberries which
in Webster county may be abvisable to take meas- Raymond Phelps, I'. E. Jones,
ers
Homemak
freeze satisfactorily are: BlakeBy R. A. Mabry,
4 per cent Holt, Clifton Clift, Dean Hill
3
made 159 lampshades in one ures, as by applying /
County Agent
more, Premier, Dorsett, Fairfax,
Farm, Crider; Story Brothers, Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
from rotenone dust, one dusting
ons
instructi
using
month,
and Tennessee Beauty.
Blue mold has been found in
Cox Brothers, Fredonia; P. M
enough.
being
and
ure
of
Agricult
College
the
Strawberries for freezing tobacco plant beds both north and
Sell, Marion road; Edwin Lamb,
anquite
of
is
ty
beetle
s,
Universi
The Mexican
Home Economic
Keeney,
should be of the best quality. This south of Princeton. Watch your
sort of thing. When it comes Eddyville road; B. L.
.
other
Kentucky
the
treat
be
vine plant bed closely and
means that they snould
beans it stays, to raise Dawson road; Collins and Shrewsthe
opt°
Farm
County
Hancock
The
disripened and processed and frozen bed at the first sign of the
bushels of hy- huge families there, and complete bury, Liberty.
soon after they are gathered. Cap, ease or better still treat the bed as Bureau ordered 3(10
The contest is being judged by
destruction can follow. Also, it
members.
its
for
corn
seed
brid
sort, and wash berries by plac- a preventative with either confeeding a committee of farmers including
of
habit
tricky
the
has
Sell
Twenty-seven 4-H clubs in
ing them in a colander and pour- centrated Fermate, Parazate, or
only on the undersides of the Guy Shoulders, M. P. Brown, Sr.,
ing cold water over them. Ice Dithane now, using 3 level table- county have a membership of 441
4 per cent rotenone
3
but /
leaves,
ations will follow, roughly 30
ater is best because it firma the spoonsful of one of the above to boys and 556 girls.
dust put there stops it.
For the past 13 years, Shelby
fruit. Drain. Pack in containers each gallon of water. Five gallons
apart, when the same prodays
and
use
to
what
Knowing now
'and cover with sugar syrup or of this mixture will treat 100 county farmers have been terracshould apply. If each gengram
considera
how to use it, the next
pack with dry suar.
square. yards of bed put on as a ing their land in an effort to conwhen eration is so treated, the Mexican
Starting
timing.
the
is
tion
and
week
trol erosion.
Use one part by weight of sugar spray. Apply twice a
the first bean leaves put out may bean beetle holds no terror for
ito three or four parts by weight after each heavy rain until setFor the first time, the March of be too early, but waiting until any gardener.
of fruit (1 cup sugar to 5 to 8 ting is complete. Cool damp Dimes quota in McCreary county
the bean leaves look like lace
•
cups of fruit). Be sure to mix the weather is ideal for the spread of was exceeded the homemakers
curtains is to have waited too
n
and
sugar thoroughly with the fruit. blue mold.
campaig
the
ng
club sponsori
timing should
the
Rather,
long.
If necessary, press fruit down in
It is now too late to treat plant raising $1,384.
'be determined by the life history
package until the syrup covers beds with bluestone and lime to
Ben Hawes and George Wright of this pest as follows.
fruit.
the
of Daviess county have bought
prevent wildfire.
The flying hard-shelled adults i
pumps and are making plans to
by use of furrows with a slight SOILS MAY BE TESTED
the bean patch, by benefit of
find
Farmers may now make appli- irrigate about 30 acres along the their special kind of radar, and
grade. Lespedeza will be seeded
river.
Ohio
(AAA)
P.M.A.
local
this spring to protect the ground cation to the
after a day or so start laying eggs,
At least seven milking parlors
during the hot summer months. office for having their soils camto continue about 10 days. Thus:
unwere
barns
ion
combinat
and
ion
The permanent lawn mixture will pled and tested, as a conservat
the first application should be
der construction in Taylor counpractice.
be seeded in August.
Made within a few days after the
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
April.
ty
in
This practice will be in addition
"Conserving the soil on our
first hard-shelled beetles are
ers
homemak
county
Trimble
chinch grounds will not only to the conservation allot-ment set
seen. Good dusting should surup your dead stock promptly, free of charge
have repadded about 50 pieces of
every egg-cluster that has
round
make our church more attractive, up for each farm.
for
slipion
All of the cropland on a farm furniture in preparat
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfecied
but it will encourage soil and
been laid; then there will be mass
covering.
•
after
•
soon
young
the
of
r
water conservation in our com- must be sampled and tested at the
slaughte
Rowan county farmers, who ors
same time if testing is done as a
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
hatching. However, as eggs conmunity," said Mr. McGowan.
plants,
ry
strawber
100,000
dered
• • •
practice.
conservation
10 days, the
depend- tinue to be laid for
Soil samples will be taken by a hope to build up another
beans putting out new leaves in
The New Midway Baptist
county.
the
in
crop
cash
able
the meantime, another dusting
Church has been practicing soil trained technician. The testing
In Madison county, Billy Park's
testshould be made in 10 days, to
conservation on their church will be done in the local soil
285
gained
calves
Angus
two
ing laboeatory "under the supersurround all the egg clusters of
grounds.
pounds in 52 days, or an average
that generation. Two more generWe pay all phone charges.
A small grAin winter cover vision of the oounty agent.
day.
a
each
Farmers Who wish to may still of 2.74 pounds
crop or nurse crop has been used
where
county,
ers
Princeton, Ky.
In McCracken
The Eddy Creek Homemak
and
Phone 3698
while the lawn plants were get- take their own soil samples
strawberries last Club of-12 members in Caldwell
from
income
the
testfor
office
this
to
them
bring
ting established.
year was $300,000, effective insect
county completed 26 lampshades
Garland Hart of this communi- ing.
has become very imporcontrol
about
ion
For further informat
ty says the small grain is being
and have five more underway.
P.M.A. tant.
clipped for the second time this this program contact your
spring to protect the young lawn committee or me.
plants from too much competi- NEW PAYMENT PLAN
A new plan has been worked
tion.
• • •
out for dairymen who wish to join
A. E. Turley has constructed a the artificial breeding associadiversion channel on his farm in tion to pay the required lifetime
membership fee of $8.00 in inthe Creswell community.
SCS technicians assigned to the stallments rather than all at once
Caldwell county district helped and in advance as in the past if
him plan and lay out the conser- they want to.
If you wish to use this plan
vation work.
• • •
you must still pay the $1.00 per
H. K. Williams of the Crider cow lifetime membership fee
community has shaped a number when you sign your cows. Then
of waterways on his farm this instead of paying a $5.00 breeding
spring. He has sloped what used fee you will pay a $6.00 breeding
to be steep banks. These water- lee for the first eight services.
ways are to be seeded to get a After you have payed eight $8.00
quick, thick stand of perennial breeding fees you become a full
grass and legumes this spring. member and your breeding fees
Grassed waterways will conserve thereafter go back to $5.00 for
soil as well as furnish more hay each first service. If you wish to
aoin the artificial breeding assoand pasture.
This is a part of Mr. Williams' ciation, call 2373 Princeton, becomplete soil and water farm tween 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m.
conservation plan.
01.0010101
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County Family Buys
Freezer To Save Foods
Produced On The Farm

nseryation
Practiced
rch Groiii

By Wilma Vandiver
Home Demonstration Agent
Mr. and hits. Roy Traylor of
QUI=,DuMmunita_anil. 03.11111a.
ber of the. Kentucky Farm and
liver C. Ailcock
Home Development group, have
-creation Service
recently purchased a le ft. freezbe
ion
conservat
.011
er. They plan to use this in freesgrounds?
church
n
Keller, Press Lilly and level the grounds and control soil
wan were elected by erosion while a lawn mixture is
ed.
ant G rove Baptist being establish
The conservation plan calls for
improve and beautify
falls above,
h grounds upon which diverting water that
ce new Church buid- to each side. Water from the
church roof will be conducted to
n constructed•
niece with the assis- a tile drain from the gutters on
Water falling on the
the Soil Conservation the house.
,,a, made a plan to lawn will be turned to the side

What makes a railroad?
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LOOKS AND WASICI
UKE SAKID $2
ENAMEL
Varnish $1
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Nobody needed to tell your great-granddad about
land and railroads. His own eyes told him how
farms and towns, factories and mines blossomed
like spring dandelions when the rails came.
Today, if you dig for the facts, you'll quickly see
u
that the Illinois Central means as much to you
city
it did to great-gzanddad. For even if you're a
dweller, you live and work with things that move
by rail.
And the Illinois Central lives and works for you and
your family — and 10 million other families along
our lines. Our present and our future depend upon
the industry, agriculture and mining of Mid.
America.
That's why we are always ready to help farmers
improve their herds and soil and to find new sites
for industry. By working with the people of MidAmerica, we earn the patronage that makes possible
modern, progressive railroad.

AINTS

W. A. JotiNsrom
President

Wm. M. YOUNG
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for waiting all this time for kit•di- rie

Outbreak Of Army Worms

verywhers

ed In This Area
H. C. P'Pool Tractor Expect
An outbreak of Army Worms
to occur in sections of
And Implement Co. istheexpected
state this year because of hea-

LLIAMIS DEW

ARE

vy flight of army worm moths
this spring and favorable weather
conditions, according to W. A.
Price, Entomologist of the University of Kentucky, Agricultural
Experiment Station.
Since we had some army infesPhone 3226
Hopkinsville Rd.
tation the past year, farmers
Princeton, Ky.
should keep a close lookout for
the pest again this year, warned
County Agent R. A. Mabry. The
qt,
pest is most likely to be found
in sod fields of orchard grass, fescue, and blue grass, around the
base of the plants where the
•
growth is heavy.
The army worm feeds at night
with a majority of them staying
under cover on the ground around
I
'
the base of the plant, in the daytime. Farmers who have fescue
for seed should watch for the
"
pest as the worms will clean seed
crops in short order, once they
start in large numbers.
The worms can readily be killed
with a treatment of Chlordane or
Toxaphene used as a spray or dust
at the rate of 14 to 2 pounds of
actual Chlordane or Toxaphene
per acre. Fields treated with this
chemical should not be pastured
for thirty days after application.

Your
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For

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILROAD

Ferguson Tractors

Main Line of Mid-America
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KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
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Blue Mold Found Ky. Farm News
On Tobacco Plant
Beds In County

Fredonia, .Ky
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Judges Visit 16
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Chrysler or Plymouth. Now that our pro;
duction lines are rolling again, we'll soon
be able to show you the finest Chryslers
and Plymouths in all our 25 years • • • so
come in and see us. We'll give you a demonstration of beauty and performance that
will repay you handsomely for waiting.
eta

The U. S. Geological Surey says
only 25 per ceet of the country
has been adequately mapped.

,

,ekt
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FIVE STAR PERFORMAtNCE

IN
INSECT RESISTANCE
* FAST STARTING * SUPER STANDABILITY *
RESISTANCE
* DISEASE RESISTANCE * DROUTH
FOR

Robinson Implement Co.
Hopkinsville Road

Phone 2053

Liability and Property Damage insurance
costa the car owner
much less today than
It did twenty years
ago, yet current hasmirth; are greater. It's
n e protection you
cannot afford to be
without!
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HODGE MOTOR SALES
W. Main St.

Phone'2093
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MAKE
Route 3, on the birth of a son, ham and Deamon Ray, Mr. an
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Michael Lynn, April 28.
Mrs. Oscar Morris, Rev. John _T
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and how very much work needed to be done there. a.
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nemer, of
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nora Rice. Jo Riley, Rose Ellen
this and requested to make the report to the court on
Homer Mitchell have returned
Terrell, Gloria Hess and Patsey
aecond Tuesday in June.
from Washington, D. C., where
Kennady, freshmen.
they visited Mr. and Mrs. Robert
As an individual. I am pledging $10 and paying for
.
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advertisement to this mucti needed work. The Amer.):
deli, Marcella Holloman, Mary
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Verna Howton,
weekend.
building that will be clean, neat, comfortable anc
Ella Jean Ray, Eleanor Ctenshaw,
Gene Croft, student at Western
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Kathlene Harper, Barbara CartState College, Bowling Green,
me, phone 3371 and make your pledge.
wright, Kathlene Vinson, Jeanspent last week with his mother,
ette Vinson, sophomores.
Our point in making the pledges is to show aria',
Mrs. Irene Croft, and sister, CarJune Keel, Marlene Brown,
cst to impress the county judge and fiscal court with
olyn Croft, Highland avenue.
Wanda Riley Sherals. Marjorie
for this improvement and to secure their coop
ham and Linda, Mr. and Mrs.
Sigler, Marie Van Hoosier, Amanthe effort.
Bud Mitchell, Sara, Virginia,
da Terrell, Milladean Barnes,
The pictures were made at the county farm in order :• •
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Thelma, Paulette and Charlotte,
Doris Dearing, Sara Crayne, Jetmay know the true condition which exists and to inte.
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Mitchell,
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and
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CartMae
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ta Murray,
pledging your support to the program.
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Franklin,
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wright, Hilda Brown,
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and Mrs. Robert Butler and
Horning, Dolly Kennedy, Wanda
trate or my nuinber, 3371.
Kathryn.
Nelson, Barbara Williams a n d
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Merrick,
Doris Davis, seniors.
Billie Joe Pierce, L. W. Merrick,
Miss Davis was script reader
Mrs. R. D. Leech
Woodrow Ethridge, Calvert Merrick, James and Richard Merrick.
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the Rev. George W. Filer officiating.
The-marriage of Mrs. S. J. LarThe bride, a daughter of Mr.
kins and Mr. Jess Danner, Greenand Mrs. Robert Stallins, Dawville, took place Sunday, May 14,
son road, wore a navy blue dress
at 5 p. in., at Ogden Methodist
and e corsage of red rosebuds.
Church, with the Rev. J. F. CalFor the last several years, she has
lender officiating. Attendants been employed as operator for
were Mrs. Larkins' daughter, Mrs. Western Union at the Henrietta
Bryant Stroube, Mr. Stroube, and Hotel.
Mrs. Ruby Spurlock.
Mr. Tyler is the son of Mr.
.and Mrs. Robert Tyler, of the
Blue Springs community and is
Stallins - Tyler
VeterThe marriage Of Miss Harriet an employee of Outwood
Stalling and Mr. Robert Tyler, ans Hospital.
They are at home at the HenJr., took place Monday, May 1, at
the First Christian Church with rietta Apartments.

Larkins - Danner
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For Brownie Scouts
A Silver Tea was held Thursday, May 4, at the home of Mrs.
Carter Adams, Highland avenue.
for the Brownie Scouts, of which
Miss Dorothy Ann Wood is leader. Each scout had as her guests
her mother and one other guest.
Scouts present were Margaret
Moore, Margaret Ann Vinson,
,Jean Adams. Melanie Rowland,
Ann Morgan, Willa Lacey, Phyllis Stevens, Donna P'Pool, Janet
French, Janice Childress, Vivian
Moore, Peggy Barnes, Shirley
Sweeney, Sara Walker, .Nancy
Taylor, Jane Alexander. Sarah
Woblitz, Betty. Gayle Morgan,
Bobby Coleman, Carolyn Adams
and Jackie Hunsaker.

THE BRA -SLIP TO

ENHANCE YOUR FIGURE
4
+1
4
4

NEEDS NO IRONING
Brassiere top
Fitted diaphragm bars-'

Darts for fit
Won't shrink
4 Won't sag or cling
J Will not bulge
4 Will not stretch .

4

fashioned of lovely and durable_
SPUN-LO Rayon fabric in White,
Icy Pink and Black.

Mrs. Son Hostess
To Faithful Workers

Regular Sizes
Other Undies for That Graduate
from 49c to $8.95

!NKR'S
AIR STORE
"Where

Your $$ Have More

Cents"

Mrs. John S. Hutcheson, Corbin, is visiting her son, Mr. John
S. Hutcheson, Jr., Mrs. Hutcheson and their son, Chip. Highland
aar.enue.

maFREEMAN Mos
FOOTW

BEAUTIFUL • DECORATIVE

WALLPAPER
Paste • Glue • Tools • Cleaners

The Faithful Workers of White
Sulphur Church met at the home
of Mrs. James Son Tuesday night,
May 2, with nine members present.
The devotional was gieen by
Miss Patiline Paris with a Bible
lquiz conducted by Mrs. Edward
Young.. Mrs. Robert Fralick led
a Bible drill.
Present were Mesdames Pete
Rogers, Edward Young, Robert
Fralick, Elwood Rogers, Frank
Young, James Son, Alma Brasher,
William Rogers and Miss Pauline
Paris.
The hostess, assisted by Mr.
William Rogers, served delicious
refreshments.
The next meetirtg will be held
at the home of Mrs. Pete Rogers.

wp.

CORNER DRUG STORE

VARLAR

SANITAS
Tape

•' Patching Plaster • Felt
Wall Rite

CORNETTE'S, GIFTS
Hopkinsville

FIG BARS, Honey Flavored,
19c
11b. cello bag
SWEET PICKLES, qt.

39c

PEANUT BUTTER, 2 lb. jar

50c

CRACKERS, Dixie Bell, lb.

25c

VINEGAR,qt

10c

GRAHAM CRACKERS, 1 lb. box

25c

2 lb. box
1
GARDEN PARTY TEA,/

45c

M..

CHOCOLATE DRINK, malted flavor, 9 oz. . . 5c

Down Draft Cooling...ventilating
perforations framed in fine
needlecraft for seasonal smartness and
sensational comfort. Seamless-sitle.;
Moccasin in suprem •
supple
Cl
with a sole-slid
flo,
tita,

•

TOILET PAPER, Dr. Warren's, 4 rolls
SUGAR, pure cane, 100 lb. bag

$8.25

LEMONS, large size, doz.

30c

DUZ, large box

25c

TIDE, large box

25c

OXYDOL, large size

25c

NEW POTATOES, U.S. No. 1, 10 lbs.

43c
1 Oc

Slim as a straw in woven check, clipped dotted Swiss.

•

$10.95

19c

PET MILK, large can
(Limit, 12 to customer)

A hot-weather wonder for half-sixers, featuring airy
pleated sleeves, petite button pairs, winged collar edged in
lace. A clock-'round favorite in shadow-cool navy, grey,
2-221
/
green anti luggage 121
2. Modestly priced at
/

QUINN'S GROCERY
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

• •taa
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in Everts, KY.
were
71,
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Mrs. White was the wife of (min the Fredonia Baptist Church Baker and Howard Story.
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Baptist Church, having joined the
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Cobb; Burley C. Watt, and VerA native of this county, Mr. Mg
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non R. Watt, both of Chicago, and
Colorado, D. Leech on South Jefferson street
legihout delcry at the must., listed below. •••11 b. ar
member of la pioneer family of Dori died in Denver,
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Wedannounced
was
May 11, it
five great-grandchildren.
that commurfity. She had made May 10 from a heart ailment.
iou qlod lo Jo all we can to reach has lot you and in th•
Surviving ere two sons, Oscar nesday.
her home at Bakers Station in
Other officers who were elected
Try A Leader Classified Ail the Fredonia community since Dorr, Washington, D. C., and
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KEACH'E in4lopkinsville member of the Fredonia Baptist brother, Robert L. Dorr, Highland dent; Mrs. Kathleen Williamson,
Church.
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FOR COMPLETE
Surviving are one daughter and Park, Ill.; four sisters, Mrs.
; Mrs. treasurer; Mrs. Dorothy Pryor,
HOME FURNISHINGS
two sons, Mrs. J. D. Wylie, Prince- lie Alexander, Madisonville
sf
Mrs. Mol- historian; Mrs. R. D. Leech, chapton; J. P. Baker and Wilford B. Nora Ashby, Princeton;
PHONE 2075
Springs, and lain, and Mrs. Hugh Murphy, serDawson
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of
both
Baker,
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brother, Ed G. Butler, Kanardo, Mrs. Hester Darnell,
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the open house and sale are used for rehabilitation
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in that city.
and child welfare, the announce1929. A second husband, Jerry garden affair held
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Junior Baseball League
Will Start Here Today,
Sponsored By Legion

RATERNAL ORDER OF EAGLES
NET PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
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CLASS OF
1950

A Junior baseball program will
be inaugurated here this morning
under the sponsorship of the
American Legion.. All boys who
were under 17 years of age on
January 1 are eligible to participate and are invited to report
at the VFW ball park on Cadiz
street at 8:00 a. m., today, Fred
Jake, commander of the Legion,
said.
All boys in the league will be
instructed in baseball techniques
and will play ihter-squad games.
A team of 113 boys will be given
uniforms and play reguarly scheduled games throughout west Kentucky and will participate In the
Amreican Legion baseball tournament later in the year. These
tournaments are scouted by major
leagues and many boys gain their
first experience in the big leagues
in this manner, Commander Jake'
said.

Let It Remind You That Dairy
Products Give You MORE
Vitamins, Energy, Minerals,
and Proteins THAN ANY
OTHER FOODS.
Safeguard Your Family's Health
with
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class of1950

MILK
BUTTER
CHEESE
and ICE CREAM

Good luck in

Save on your food budget by
using more Dairy Products every
day . . . they actually save you
money by providing more nutrition
for each food dollar.

•WE LIKE THE

your chosen

WAY YOU'VE
BUILT SUCH A

career.

C. E. Kercheval Shows
Improvement In Clinic
Clyde E. Kercheval, cashier at
the Farmers National Bank, who
has been critically ill at the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minn., is
greatly miproved, according to
word received by friends here
this week.
Mr. Kercheval underwent minor surgery some weeks ago and
it is hoped that he will be able
to undergo a major operation in
the near future, it was stated.
Mrs. Kercheval is in Rochester
with her husband.

GOOD RECORD.

1

DAIRY PRODUCTS ARE NATURE'S
MOST COMPLETE FOODS!

Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Traylor
and sons, Buddy and Morris, of
Madisonville spent Sunday with
Mr. Traylor's mother, Mrs. G. M.
Traylor, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Traylor and family of the Bethany
community.
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SANDAL
Dainty as a lace hankie ... with
all the toe-wriggling comfort
of soft, flexible leathers and
complete:y outer stitching, Exclusive patented one-piece
sole and heel helps keep
feet and ankles straight
and strong.

TRADE
MARK

ARiNTS'
11•0•1114..
FROM CRADLE TO FOUR YEARS

Princeton Shoe -Company
• "Firm Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

HALF BILLION DOLLAR

Dairy Industry

Princeton Creamery
B. T. BAUM. Prop.

Designed for
Comfort!

GRADUATION HIT
GRADUATES 'OF

Beautiful all-metal
chairs in bright,
pretty patterns.
Available as shown
or in rocker type.
BUY THEM NOW!
They're Priced to
Please You!

1950

SOLID COMFORT!

You're the kind of
fine people the
world needs
more of.

Yes, solid comfort, plus beauty and charm for your front porch or sun parlor. Enjoy the hot summer days ahead with one of our gliders designed for
enjoyment. Bright, lovely colors, both plain and in designs you'll love.
They're budget priced too! Available with matching chairs or by the
piece.

Stay in there sri;Ing:.
with the same zip

FOR REAL RELAXATION!

you've shown in the

Yes, you can really relax and enjoy this
porch lounge day and night. In bright
shades to please the eye. Complete with
comfortable pad at a price all can afford.

past four years.
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Bulbs In Your Garden
Mean Corms And Tubers
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narrow and handsome
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in a bag) and then
ranging from pure white over the en together
the winter in a cool,
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think
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soil and appreciate an
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they are a useful
when the
garden as well. They give au- additional feeding
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thority to the border when grown leaves are about
plants need- staking.
in clumps—and with the huge Some of the
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leeway in color it's easy to select And they should
every two weeks
varieties which blend or contrast dusted with DDT
season.
with the perennials and annuals. during the growing
fussy than
more
are
Dahlias
soon
as
planted
be
They may
on loam which
as the weather becomes settled, gladiolus, insisting
requiring water
about six inches apart if in rows, is well-drained,
to flourish with wet
and from three to six inches but refusing
a long growing
deep. The largest bulbs are plant- feet. They need
season, and in the north Atlantic
states may be set out at the end of
May—earlier in warmer climates.
They like plenty of room—two or
three feet between plants, and all
except the dwarf varieties should
be staked, at the time they are
CALL 2210
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Planting is a tricky business:
Complete Insurance Service
necessitating separating clumps
III W. Market St.
and selecting tubers with one or
two good "eyes". The tuber must
be placed in a hole, six inches
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Battle of the Bugs
This Summer
WITH

Good Door

TIME FOR
SCREENS

AND

Window Screens

WE'RE READY WITH
ALL YOUR-NEEDS
GOOD, CLEAR, WHITE PINE SCREEN DOOR

From $5.69 and up
EXTRA HEAVY SALVAGE EDGE SCREEN WIRE

From 36c per yard and up

Some Tibetan mu:testi
Venezuela is about the size of
more than 1,000 lama
Texas and Louisana together.

Cooking Suggestions
To Make Vegetables
Retain Fresh Flavor

(left), actress wife of Prince My Khan,
RITA ATTENDS MOSLEM WEDDING: Rita Hay worth
bridegroom, Vincent Lee Hillyer, of Los
talks with Iranian Princess Fatemeh and the Princess'
of the couple. The 2S.year-old brideBanos, Calif., in Paris as she attends the Moslen wedding
the Moslem faith. The couple were first
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Wirephot
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said she may become of

Now that fresh vegetables are
appearing in gardens, Mrs. Roberta Taylor of the,Collsge of Ag-t
.,
-fretiltlirt and /Dime Bronstein
University of Kentucky, offers
these reminders on how to retain
their food value and fresh flavor:
I. Start vegetables in boiling
salted water and cook quickly
until just tender. Do not overcook.
2. Cook in a small,amount of
water, with the exception of
strong flavored vegetables, such
as onions mature cabbage and
the like.
3. Add no water to spinach.
Enough will cling to the leaves
lifter washing.
4. Cook green vegetables, such
as peas and beans, uncovered for
the first few minutes to retain
color, then cover to finish cooking. Other vegetables should be
covered to speed cooking and retain vitamins.
5. Cook vegetables whole to
prevent toss of food value.
•6. Use liqud remaining after
cooking in white sauce, soups and
gravies.
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Early Cutting Of
Red Clover Best

Mass at 10 o'clock.
Thousands of Scots left the
highlands and emigrated after the
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
defeat of "Bonnie Prince Charlie"
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSFIRST CHRISTIAN
in 1745.
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Geo. W. Filer, Minister
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Church School at
a third to a half bloom
Straw left in the field, when
Second and fourth Sundays, the best hay, according to Dr. E.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
is combined, should be rakseed
o'clock.
Mass at 8
N. Fergus of the Experiment StaCYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
ed and taken off. Otherwise,
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
y of Kentucky.
Universit
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many plants are likely to die, or
Rev. William Borntraeger is
In case red clover does not even the whole stand of clover
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Rev.
the
Richard
and
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g
destroyin
weevils
bloom, due to
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesmay be killed, Dr. Fergus ex:".lements is assistant pastor.
the buds, farmers are advised to plained.
day at 7.00 p. m.
flowfew
watch carefully for a
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
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ers, and then cut 10 to 20 days
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
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,
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Sunday School every Sunday after the first bloom is seen.
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FIRST
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Dr. Fergus gave three reasons
afternoon at 2:30.
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for early
Preaching every second
WALKER'S DRUGS &
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
afternoons at the yield of hay is as high or
Sunday
fourth
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7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
even higher than at any other
2:30.
Dial 3211
WEDNESDAY
Princeton, Ky.
every Satur- time, the protein content of the
meeting
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hay is higher, and finally the best
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at
day
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seed crop develops following a
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hay crop cut at the proper time.
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time
right
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
large as when the hay crop was
6 o'clock
of Prayer—Wednesday,
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cut too soon or too late. The first
Evening Worship. 7:30 o'clock 7 p. m.
red clover crop is for hay and
:Wednesday Evening Service, 7
the second crop can be used for
o'clock
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev seed production.
FIRST BAPTIST
William E. Cunningham, pastor
The seed crop is cut when all
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
heads are black, if weather condi9:45 a. m. Sunday School
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,
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FARMERS Through
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Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
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LOAN ASS'N.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Sirst killing frost, care taken not
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,
Gregor)
to break the necks of the tubers. day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
from 10 to 33 years at 4% inThe plants should be cut to one- choir rehearsal.
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It sounds like a lot of work, tube, the oscillisccpe, was invent- Dial 3351 — Princeton
as Sayoge,..•'
but the dahlia, with it's many col- ed in 1906.
Wore
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ors and beauty, is worth every
:bit of it.
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DR. KARDINI
AND COMPANY
FROM THE WIERD AND
An occasional pause between
calls is the kind of "break" your
party line neighbors will
reward — by showing you equal
ennsideration. Besides, it
frees your rune for incoming calls
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FLOATIVE SPIRIT TABLES

PLUS COMEDY

THUR. & FRI., MAY 25-26

ZENDA AND THE REPTILE
DANCE OF DEATH
THE BLOODLESS MAN
starring

you might otherwise mime

IN PERSON

"FRANKENSTEIN
MONSTER"
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Mrs, Marie Haney and Mr.. and Quinn 4-H Club Holds
Anna Nuckols Willis.
Mrs, James C. Dodge and daugh- Community Rally
Day
Mrs. Anna Nuckols Willis hair
ter, Yvonne, recently visited Mr.
Members of the Quinn 4-H Club
received word of the serious illand Mrs. Lawrence Schiappaccas- gave a style revue and demonst
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hamby and ness of the mother
raof William
se and daughter, Judith, at 'Mount tion on sewing at a Commun
son, Tommy, Hopk,fnaville, Mr. Willis of New York
ity '
City. Mr.
Clemente, Mich:Vhey also- viisited Rally Day -held- 1-414)*Ii lYvitt NI
and
Mrs. Howard Cash and son, Willis is stationed in
anAnchorage,
points of interest in Detroit, Pon- nounced.
Keith, 'were- -Sunday Viiiltori of Aiwa; -add upset ms-ret
utnigrt tiac, Port Huron and. Sarnia,
• from Page One)
Mr. and Mrs. T. Sholar,
Mrs. Crenshaw and Mrs. Senoth
Willis and children will accone
Mich.,
and
Ontario
,
Canada. They Hopkins had charge of the demburg Road, beginning
Mrs. J. .W. Quints and daugh- 'Parry him, where they will make
Scottsburg, and ex- attended Sunday services at the onstrations with Home Agent
ter Mary Frances, Mrs. Guy Hebb their home. Mrs. Willis' mother,
northeasterly direc- First Methodist Church in Mount Wilma Vandiver and County
arid daughter, Kay, and Mrs. Le- Mn. Huel Natckols, will pay them
Clement
s
and on their return trip Agent R. A. Mabry
RH-1103, the Sand
roy Richardson spent Friday in an extended visit.
judging the
and extending ap- stopped for a visit with Mr. and contests and presenting the ribHopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Bates,
1.2 miles beyond the Mrs. C. E. Unger and children, bons to winners.
Mr. and Mrs. Tully Choice spent and Mr. and Mrs. John
Washburn
oad to a fork, thence Charles, Thomas and Mary Ann,
Glenn Roberta, vice-president,
Sunday afternoon in Kuttawa as attende
d church services at White
e left fork to a road at Logansport, Ind.
led the salute to the flag and the
the guests of Mrs. Choice's brothSulphur Sunday and visited in
a total distance of 2.5 following the left
er, D. B. Glenn and Mrs. Glenn.
fork approxi- club pledge, with Bonnie Lowmately 0.5 mile to a road run- ery leading the group in several
Mrs. Guy Nabb, Sr., is in Ev- the home of the Rev. D. Knight.
t e r Pond-Dripping ning north and south
songs.
ansville visiting her son, Thomas
thence fol, beginning at a fork lowing the right or
Nabb and family.
WAR MEMORIAL - Pictured above as
The club also recently took a
north end apit
neared 30, to the memory of the 9.313 Kentuckians
tter Pond-Dripping proximately 1.3
completion is the University of Kentucky's new
who lost
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Williams and
miles to a cross- 'nature hike', accompanied by
Metheir
lives in World War II. Names of the Gold
morial Coliseum in Lexington. The mammot
, approximately 2.0 road at a church
son, Winfred, and Mr. and Mrs.
end schoolhouse, parents and visitors, according to
ture whose maximum seating capacity is h struc- Star Kentuckians from each of the state's 120 couneast of Otter Pond, thence following
C. B. Williams of Lexington visitthe right road Dwane Felker, club president.
imately 13,003 will be dedicated GlieeratIon approx- ties have been inscribed on permanent plaques loDalt, MAY cated in the buildina's entry ramps,
g in a southwesterly approximately 0.5 mile
ed recently with their sister, Mrs.
to a fork, The club, whose next meeting will
The
Princet
proximately 0.3 mile then following
on-Fredonia Road, arid southwest, a distanc
the left fork or be in June, has purchased swings
e of 1.4 east of Needmore, thence south- Hami/ Travis.
beginning on KY-91, approximate- miles.
thence following the north fork to a road
running east for the Quinn school playground, ly
east to a road running northeast
Mrs. Eugene D. Cook and
0.5 mile northwest of Princet fork to a crossroad, and west, thence going
The Blue Springs Church Road, and southeast, a distance of 1.0 daughter, Oma Gene of St. Louis,
west ap- he added.
ton, and extending in a northce of 0.8 mile.
proximately 0.2 mile to a road
beginning on KY-139 at the Trigg mile.
Mo., are visiting her mother, Mrs.
mile northwest of the •Christian westerly direction along the old
t e r Pond-Dripping turning right, thence
and Lyon county line and extendfollowing county
The Chapel Church Road, be- Huel Nuckols arid sister, Mrs.
d, beginning on the this road to KY
line, a total distance of 4.5 Princeton-Fredonia Road, to a ing easterly
-70, approximately miles.
to the junction with ginning at the bridge across
junction with the Dunn Farmring Road 0.8 mile 1.0 mile west of Flat
Don- and extending in a northerly diRH-1042, a distance of 3.13 miles. aldson Creek
Rock, a total
at a point 2.0 miles rection approximately 0.5 mile
Lyon
County
er Pond, and extend- distance of 8.3
road,
approxi
mately
The Norman Graveyard Road,
to
miles. •
The Cross Road and Pool Road, (airline) east
of Cresswell, thence a fork, thence following the left
1.0 mile south of Crider, a dissouthwesterly then
beginning on RH-1074, thence in north to the junctio
The Lewistown Road, beginning beginning on a county road which
tance
n
of
4.8
of
miles.
a
direction to KY-128 on
road ork past a road entering from
an easterly direction to the junc- running northea
the north side of US-82, 4-0 turns east off KY-91- 2.2 miles
st and northwest, the right and extending
nd, a distance of 0.6 miles
The Evans Mill-White School tion of a
across a
northeast of the city limits north of Crider at a point 1.0 mile
road running southwest a distance of 0.5 mile.
road running north and south to
of Princeton and extending in a northeast of KY-91 and extending Road, beginning on US-82, 1.3 and northeast, a distance of 2.2
The Calvert Road, beginning on the Lyon county line, thence exmiles west of the Hopkins coun- miles.
Star Road, beginning northwe
TM Pit
sterly direction 0.7 mile in a northerly direction 0.4 mile
h
the Princeton-Shady Grove Road tending north across the I.C.R.R.
, approximately 3.2 to the
vim!:
junction with a county road to the junction with county roads ty line, and extending northwest
Te
Cadiz
-Dawso
n
w
Road, begin- 1.9 miles northwest of the junc- to a road running east
of the southeast city
approxi
mately
running
1.2
•
•
miles
and
to the ning at the
north, west and southPOW110 Ill I
west at
running northeast and southwest,
west end of RH-1073, tion of Shady Grove Road
ceton, and extending a
west, thence in an easterly direc- junction of a county road runand Dulaney, thence extending east
1950 BOEENS 128A 9
distance of 0.5 mile.
thence in a northeasterly direc- KY-293 thence
direction, a distance
north 0.2 mile to approximately 0.25 mile to a road
tion 14 miles to junction with a ning northeast and southwest, tion
% POWER -HO SPECIAL,
The Logan Traylor Road, beto a junction of a road run- the junction of a
road running running north and south, thence
county road running north and thence northwest to the junction ning
rfood
east and west, a distance of north and south, thence
of a county road running northStevens Road, begin- ginning at the end of RH-1021 at south 2.0 miles north
followi
ng this north end to KY- whatever
northeast
of Crider
2.9 miles.
0.8 mile to a creek running north, 278, approximately 1.5 miles east your garden
-91, 0.25 mile south- a point 2.5 miles southwest of and 4.5 miles southwest
of Farm- west and a county road running
Farmers
ville
and
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total
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less
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of
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st to the Livingston approximately 2.0 miles
, a total distance of
beginning on KY-128, 3.0 miles
east of ginning on KY-70 at Flat Rock
Creek on the Crittenden county Farmersville
Check the 2 H.P. engine, and the
The Friendship Cross Road, be- northwest of Cobb and extending east of
and
extendi
and
extending in an
the junction with KY-139
ng in a northwesterly many impleme
in a southwesterly direction, a
nts
line, just south of the I. C. Rail- easterly directio
Watson Road, begin- ginning on KY-91 approximately
n, a distance of direction to Enon, a total dis- can handle. You'll this Model 128A
distance of 1.7 miles, to RH-1042, and extending southwest to junc- road, a distance
find power and verof
2.0
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-1103, the Sand Lick 3.5 miles southeast of Scottsburg,
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to
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distanc
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1103,
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of
and
Scottsb
RH-1073, a tonortherly direction, a
urg, Princeton and extending in an mately 0.5 mile
The Cresswell-Quinn Road, be- thence
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tal distance of 2.0 miles.
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STOP IN
9 mile
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and
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Y-128, approximately beginning at the east end of RHto a fork in the road, thence
Miles to junction with RH-1007, a direction, a distance of 2.0 miles. southwest 1.0 mile to
the junc- Road, and ending at a junction following the
th of Cedar Bluff, and 1108, approximately 2.0 miles
right fork in a
distance of 3.8 miles.
The Bethany Church Road, be- tion of a county
road running with RH-1109, 1073 and 1074, a southeasterly
a northwesterly di- northeast of Cobb, and extending
direction to the
The Farmersville-Flat Rock ginning on KY-139, 0.5 mile south north and south, a distarw
istance of 0.6 mile.
e of 2.5 total distance of 7.3 miles.
east to a fork in the road, thence
southwest end of RH-1010, apRoad, beginning on FtH-1004, 0.3 of Farmersville and extending miles.
log projects are des- following the left fork approxiThe
Chapel
Lane Road, begin- proximately 2.0 miles northeast
mile west of Farmersville, and ex- southeast to the junction of a
Robinson Implement CoThe Euen Farmer Road, begin- ning on US-82, approxi
regular routine main- mately 0.5 mile to a fork, thence
mately 1.0 of Cobb, a total distance of 3.8
tending in westerly direction ap- county road running northeast ning at KY-293 1.5 miles
northmire east of the Lyon county line, miles.
following the right fork approxiproximately 1.0 mile to a fork,
Hepkinsville Rd.
Dial 24153
Road, beginning on mately 0.5 mile crossing a county
thence the left fork approximateider and extending in road running east and west
rly direction approxi- thence continuing in a northerly ly 0.6 mile to a fork, thence following the right fork approxiiles to a fork, thence direction approximately 1.5 miles
mately 0.5 mile to a road running
e left fork approxi- to a fork, thence following this left
ile to a fork, thence fork to KY-91, approximately 1.0 north and south, thence following the south fork to RH-1007, approximately 3.0 miles northeast of
Crider, a total distance of 2.6
miles.
ou insulate your horn
The Rock Springs-McGowai
Road, beginning on the east side
of KY-139, 2.5 miles south of the
city limits of Princeton and extending in an easterly direction
1.4 miles tp the junction with
county roads running east and
northeast 1.0 mile -west of McGowan, a distance of 1.4 miles.
T h e Princeton-Shady - Grove
Road, beginning at the east end
of RH-1038-M1 and extending in a
northwesterly direction to KYThinking of Insulating Your Home?
139, approximately 1.4 miles
a big reason why big industries like General Electric,
south of Creswell, a distance of
I, Kelvinator, Montgomery Ward, Servel and Westlng3.5 miles.
a number of others use Fiberglas Insulation.
The Clarence Sisk-Dry Fork
ranteed for the life of the building against settling
Road, beginning on KY-139, approximately 2.5 Miles northwest
insulation value, also against moisture and rot.
price is reasonable. Call or write us for free estimate.
of Hopson, and extending in a
westerly direction approximately
1.5 miles to a fork, thence following the right fork to the Lyon
0. BERKLEY
county line( approximately 2.0
• dway
Pad Wall
Phone 275
miles south of Remit, a total dis-

REMEMBER MIS

Right the gatr;#6)/
...INSULATE with
FIBERGLAS
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\
o

Graduation!
urely, An Important

for the Senior
oy and Girl...
ime

Vic

oiC01(
AND EQUALO IMPORTANT FOR
EVERYONE ELSE WHO DESIRES
TO BE CONSIDERED

Groomed for the Occasion
roper grooming need not necessarily mean a new suit or coat
or dress, but it does mean that your garments must be in best of
aste and order if you are to appear as neat and prim as others
round you. When you bring your clothes to Bodenhamer cleanrs for cleaning and pressing, you can rest assured that every
possible correct core will be given them. This is the result of eXperience through proper training -- and keeping up with every
odern new method. This is constantly a Bodenhamer policy.

BEAUTYREST MATTRESS
The mattress without equal in comfort! Made only by
Simmons. The mattress you want if you'd like to enjoy honest-togoodness beauty the rest of your life. Expensive? Not at all!
Beautyrest is guaranteed for TEN YEARS and that means it costs
you only 11
/
2 cents a night.

$59.50

Matching Box
Spring

$59.50

ONLY SIMMONS MAKES BEAUTYREST

FURNITURE DEALERS
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
"44 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE"
PHONE 2035
NIGHT 3495

my
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No other mattress like Beautyrost. $37 mils la
soparat• muslin pockets-each owe free to sow
port you in any sleeping pooltiost. Comfort door
to rho CRUSNPROOF Border, tool

Soo whist happens In on ordinary IN°stress.
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are visiting their mother, Mrs. improve at his home.
Mn. Pearl Danis,
Vera Watts, and sister, Mrs. Tom
Ess;
Atwood, and other relatives and Itteet, Princelon,-has bees
Among the out-of-towp folk at- riends.
ing her slater, Mrs. Lena
f
tending funeral Services for Mrs.
Mrs. V. T. White spent the who is
Saneth White, Friday, were Bur- weekend in Nashville with Mims
Among the Kudi-L
ley C. Watts and George Robert,_Montle Burka.
o
f
WiTts7 both of Chicago; Cart
India a suitor is e
Mrs. Lena Kenady, who has
Blanks, Madisonville; Mrs. Pau. been ill for several weeks, re- take a present of
liquor s
line Brown, Paducah, and Mrs, mains in about the same condi- girl's parents.
Seagulls live on
Georgia Webster, Princeton:
tion at her home here.
islands'
Mallory( Porter, who recently Salt Lake, although it's h n
Burley C. Watts
• and George
to
of
miles
continues
surgery,
from
the nearest
Robert Watts, both of Chicago underwent

Cobb News

Architect Describes
House Of Tomorrow
Ittiketkliated," he said, "because
8.9 _Dayid (1...ligret/ther_
What will the house of the fu- those designs were based on theory rather than living practice."
ture look like?
Matern contends that the house
Home buyers would like to
know. No one wants to buy a of tomorrow can be anticipated to
house ,set to go out of style in a some extent by planning for livability.
few years.
Bankers would like to know. "On changes of preference
Making long-term mortgage loans, among home buyers in all parts of
now ranging ufp to 30 years, they the country since the war, some
do not want their money tied up predictions can be made for the
house of tomorrow," he observed.
in houses people may not want.
1. "The average house will conThe men who design homes
have beexb trying to figure this tinue to have a pitched roof. The
out. The task involves much more pitch will tend to decrease. There
than crystal gazing. A house that already is an increasing market
is merely diffferent from any- for flat roofs.
2. "Currently there is a $1,000
thing ever seen before is not'the
to $1,100 difference in slab conanswer.
A group of New York mortgage struction as compared with a full
financiers—the Metropolitan Lea- cellar.. This differential will begue of Savings and Loan Associa- come less as utility rooms become
tions — recently asked architects larger.
Pittsgurbh Pirates Left Fielder Ralph Kiner is safe sliding into sec3. "There will be more blending KIN= SAYE AT. SECOND:
for their ideas. ,One of the first
Sunday in first inning as Chicago Cubs Shortstop Roy Smalley (second from right) and
base
ond
to
and
dining
room
living
room
of
warnings received was to beware
Outfielder Phil Cavaretta (right) try vainly to put the ball on him, at game in Chicago. Play
of designs claimed to be 20 to 30 a point where the division will
Scotty
came
when Kiner and Pete Castigliene was tagged out between second and third. Umpire
not be recognizable.
years ahead of their time.
(29) and Umpire Lee Ballanfant
Baseman
Preston
Ward
First
play.
Cubs
the
calls
(left)
Robb
4. "There will be a growing de"Examine such extreme designs
foreground.(AP Photo)
of 20 or 90 years ago," the mort- mand for a rear vestibue to serve are in
gage men were advised." Are kitchen, cellar and outside,
/
2- Cadiz Youth Awarded
5. "The trend away from 11
those homes, once called modernistic, still modern today? Are their story, two-bedroom expansion at- Scholarship To Centre
rooms small? What about the tic houses will continue.
Danville
6. "The front living room with College At
windows, the heating, plq.mbing
(AP) — Centre colpicture window is giving way to -.Danville —
and other equipment?"
Rudolph A. Matern, Long Is- a front-to-rear living room, but lege recently awarded nine foursine treated its readers to a scary,
•
By Cynthia Lowry'
land architect specializing in small with some visual contact with the year honor scholarships with a
Until t h e experts can decide masterly assembly of items purEight
went
$16,200.
of
total
value
houses, told a meeting of the front yard.
whether nicotine is man's friend porting to be a coldly scientific
7. "The trend toward more and to Kentucky high school seniors or enemy, I wish they would shut analysis. It showed that nicotine
league you will find as much
Arkansas
ninth
an
the
and
obsolescence in such homes.as in more equipment covered by the
is a killer and used authoritativeup about the subject.
any other house of the period." 'package mortgage' will continue. senior.
sounding medical nose-counts to
victim,
alAS
it
is,
I'm
just
a
8. "Houses will be set low in
Among Kentuckiand awarder:
"Today's preferences could not
prove it. As I remember the
scholarships was William G. Eg- ternately scared to death or re- piece, it convinced me that the
assured
that
I've
just
picked
up
erton, Jr., of Cadiz.
a harmless little habit. I've cigarette was responsible for all
contrast to the high out-of-the- enough to worry about without human ills except television and
ground, half exposed basement taking time to fret about cigar- the Brooklyn Dodgers.
ettes: the cold war, the H-bomb, Treating cancer, high blood
type.
9. "Accessories will remain on income taxes, daylight saving pressure, ulcers and heart ailments with brisk decisiveness, it
exteriors — cupola s, shutters, time and the state department.
Apparently, however, the anti. frightened t h e living daylights
flower boxes, etc. Their forms
may change, but people cling to nicotine forces are campaigning out of me. It must have been
tremblingly
them just as you and I continue strongly again. Their tactics seem two hours before I
o wear neckties and useless but- to be to scare people away from lit anclther cigarette and for a
cigarettes and then advise them couple of days afterwards I recoge
tons on our coat sleeves.
nized Symptoms of dire things in
Spend less
10. "There will be more closet that it's really easy to cut out casual cough or sneeze.
a
easy
to
stop
the
habit.
It
is
not
space.
and storage
for gas!
Most of all I was irnpresgtd by
11. "More furniture will be smoking, either by gradually cut- information concerning a oliase
ting down or by just giving them
built-in.
Pay out less
up. So far all the anti and pro I'd never heard of before, but
12. "Houses will be more color- nictoijne propaganda I've en- involving hands and feet and enfor repairs!
ful, outside as well as in.
coutitered has had the effect of tirely caused by smoking cigar13. "Kitchens and baths will stepping up my consumption of ettes. The author treated this distend to be larger, with a greater cigarettes to quiet jumpy nerves ease with grim humor, relating a
number of appointments.
and reduce my enjoyment of story about a sufferer given a
choice between abandoning cig14. "The use of wet materials— same to the vanishing point.
plaster and masonry—will deIt occurs to me that sosnebody arettes and losing all extremities.
crease.
must be wrong about cigarettes. And guess which the victirp
15. "There will be more open The big thing is to find out what choose?
Then along comes another
planning, flexibility in the use of side has truth on its team.
With the dawn of 1950, the na- magazine, non-digest this time,
rooms — multi-use rooms and
tion's best-known digest maga- with a brisk, assured article
movable partitions."
showing pretty conclusively ,that
Studebaker trucks come
nobody really knows whether
in a full range of sizes
cigarettes.are good for you, bad
and wheelbase.. Streamfor you or neither. How come, it
lined A-ton, A-ton and
asks pointedly, that if cigarettes
1-ton models; also powerful 1A-ton and 2-ton
are killing off people, the average
models in 4 wheelbase'.
citizen is living much longer?
OVER 3,500 CONTRACTS How come insurance companies
don't bother to inquire of prosSome of Largest in
pects whether they Smoke or not?
The Country
Then it tells about some doctors
ET the amazing pulling power, staying power,
earning power of a new Studebaker truck—and
who cleared up ulcers with cabwatch your hauling costs nose dive!
bage juice while letting the paNew Studebaker truck engineering saves gas! New
tients smoke. It dieparages some
Studebaker truck construction resists wear!
statistical research, even made by
ESTIMATES
INSPECTION
AND
Studebaker trucks cut costs consistently on work like
medical men, and notes that this
yours. Let's show you the proof—direct from owners,
hands and feet disease is a very
rare one indeed.
The big question in my mind is
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
beyond whether to smoke or not
PHONE '775-W
P. 0. BOX 256
to smoke. It occurs to me that if
the experts are as widely separHopkinsville Rd.
Dial 2053
ated on a subject as tangible as
smoking, how are we ever going
to get a solution to some of the
intangibles, like how to achieve
peace.
Meanwhile, Im glad I have a
doctor Who smokes,' and who
thinks a little smoking never
hurt anyone.
_L
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Where There Is Smoke
There Is An Argument

Homemakers held their
monthly meeting with
yde Coleman, May 8, at
, Mrs. Will Sigler, presipresiding. Miss Alta Towye the devotional from
and thought for the month,
rd Planted A Garden", by
Garner.
members answered roll
th "An heirloom that I

BUT AT CARNIVAL TIME
DO YOU FIND BUYS LIME THESES

Save money every mile
with a Studebaker truck!
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place where they are to
add to a room a spirit of
and cheer, explained
Towery as she directed
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Wood Frame
Rayon Lining
A "One Time"
Purchase At:

Get Yours Tomorrow!
WOS. HUM (Dt'N'T

PRINT
DRESSES

TERMITE SPECIALISTS
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LACE NET

CURTAINS
FULL SIZE
Exquisite
Patterns
STOCK
UP
NOW

FREE

WITTY AND CARL

Robinson Implement Co.

NEW SAVINGS
INTNT DEPARTMENT

Being fully grateful for the business entrusted to us in past years, thoroughly conscious of a need for this additional facility, realizing that
the earning capacity of our bank has reached that point when a portion
of these earnings may be returned to our patrons through the payment
of interest upon their savings, we are gratified to announce the addition of a NEW SAVINGS DEPARTMENT to the many other facilities we
now offer.
If you have surplus funds, bring them here for deposit in a SAVINGS
ACCOUNT. If you are on wages or salary and wish to adopt a regular
program of budgeting a part of your earning for future use, OPEN A
SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US. No deposit too small to start. LARGE
or SMALL, all accounts will receive prompt and courteous attention.

STARTING DATE

Farmers National Bank, Princeton, Kentucky

SET
Yes, that's low for your Summer Sheers. You'll find
Fresh-spirited prints, cool soft pastels, good styling
and careful workmanship . . . in Misses' and Half.
Sizes!

BE SMART! BUY TWO OR MORE!

GIRLS' KNIT

RAYON
GOWNS

FULL 90 x 105

CHENILLE
SPREADS

NEED
NO
IRONING

4-0

"SPECIAL PURCHASE"
VALUES
TO
$8.90

27 x 27
MEN'S
•
•

BROADCLOTH
PAJAMAS
SIZES

AND GOOD
LUCK ALL
THE WAY.

Sanforized
Full Cut

LACE TRIMMED

NYLON
SLIPS
333

A to D

2"

WOS.
EYELET TRIMMED

BIRDSEYE
DIAPERS
HIGH ABSORBENCY
NO
LIMIT
m0 1102

00

See These And You'll Buy
NEED NO IRONING

NYLON
BLOUSES

COTTON
SLIPS

A "ONE TIME" BUY

SURER

LAVISHLY
TRIMMED

June 1,1950

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBER F. D. I. C.
MEMBER KENTUCKY AND AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
4=6

The first photo-electric cell,
forerunner of television, was deyeloped in 1888.

PLASTIC
Chair Cushion & Back

LEWIS & SISK
SERVICE STATION

3
44

AT PENNEY'S

01.4 NMi
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Advisory Council
Plans Homemakers
Program, 1950-51_

to

hai
Mrs

/11 t
Iht of liquor

On
iSiands ift
"Ugh it's h

the neartst

18, 2.00 pm., Dawson
rs. W. B. Rogers, hottest.
18, 1:30 p.m., Friendship,
on Cummins, hostess.
•
,
20. :
, Radio program.
23, 1:30 p.p., Cobb, Mrs.
vlien, hostess.
24. 1:30 pilL, Farmersville,
,
.ffis Watson, hostess.
23, 1.30 p rn., Eddy Creek,
ank Burchett, hostess.

rk Homemakers met at
,o1 building May 10th with
.iry Perkins presiding at
Psalm 19 was read
D. Harper.
,
najor lesson on arranging
was given by Mrs. IsTell
d and Mrs. Gilbert Blackpresent were Miss Della
\tH. Masy J. Eskew,
in, and Mrs. Robert
a visitor. ,
PRINCESS BACK FROM MALTA: Princess
Elizabeth (left),
meeting will be June who is expecting another baby was
met by Princess Margaret and
which
time
new
Sir
at
ofJohn
30
D'Albiac (center) as she returned to London
airport last
' to be electel. All mem- week after visiting her husband, the Duke of
Edinburgh, in Malta
requested to be present. where he is stationed with the British
Navy. Sir John is commandant of the London airport. (AP Wirephoto
)
Homemakers held their
monthly meeting with
yde Coleman. May 8, at
., Mrs Will Sigler, presiesiding. Miss Alta Towre the devotional from
ad thought for the month,
rd Planted A Garden", by
Gurner.
members answered roll
th An heirloom that I
rs, when carefully chosen
place where they- are-to
add to a room a spirit of
and cheer, explained
Towery as she directed
ement of flowers to the

members and visitors.
Mrs. Roy Massey and Mrs. Garner Eskew gave the minor lesson
on the outdoor fireplace.
The recreation period was devoted to songs and active games.
Members present were Mesdames Clyde Coleman, Garner Eswek, Medley Horning, Marlin Sigler, Will Sigler, E. P. Traylor,
Roy Traylor, Joel Boitnott, Roy
Massey, Shelby Asher, Miss Alta
Towery, and Miss Vera Drennan.
Visitors were Mrs. Clifton
Crenshaw and Miss Wilma Vandiver.
The next meeting will be June
12 at 10:00 a. m. at the home of
Mrs. Clifton Crenshaw.

Experiment Station
To Show Work With
Crops And Livestock

• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
*GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE

;.\arket Street Red Front Store)

Eleven Homemakers clubs
planned the program of work for
next year when the advisory
council met for the summer session in the county court room of
the court house May 11.
Four major interest lessons will
be given on clothing construction,
foods and crafts. Minor lessons
will include four lessons on conservation, two on reading, and
one on safety.
The July International meeting
for all clubs will be county-wide
anti will be held at Fredonia
High School Auditorium July 11
at 2:00 p. m.
Mrs. Hugh Yates appointed Mrs.
John -R. McDowell, Miss Robbie
Sims, an& Mrs. Floyd Dunbar to
plan the program.
Others present were Mrs. Floyd
Jones, Mrs. Claude McConnell, MAMA DUCK HAS A
FOLLOWING: A truck in Liticoln Park
Mrs. Clifton Clift, Mrs. 0. M. Bry- pauses while a mother duck
and her brood of 11 ducklihgs cross a
ant ,Mrs. K. T. Vick, Mrs: Frank driveway in Chicago. The
duck family was reported to have
Burchett, Mrs. Charles Hubbard, crossed several busy driveways
in the park while out for an airing.
Mrs. John R. McDowell, Mrs. (AP Photo)
Glendal Sullivan, Mrs. Floyd
Jones, Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, and OFF-STREET PARKING
Roy Overby returned to h i s
Chicago — (AP) — An increas- home
Mrs. L. B. Sims.
in Chicago Saturday after
ing number of cities are establishspending
several days with his
ing off-street parking lots to reSpring Foods Listed
lieve traffic congestion in their sister. Mrs. Herbert Mbrphy, Mr.
Which Freeze Easily
business districts. The Interna- Murphy, and other relatives and
Three spring foods which tional
City Managers Association friends. Mr. Overby was called
freeze easily are peas, asparagus reports
that 380 cities of more home by the death
of his mother,
and rhubarb. All retain a de- 10,000
population opened municilightful fresh flavor if certain pal lots
last year and 100 other Mrs. Docia Overby P'Poole.
points are kept in mind.
cities that previously had them
WALKER HAS IT
For example, the wrinkled var- provided additional lots.
COSTUME JEWELRY
ieties of peas with deep green
coloring are best for freezing,
Television tubes now range in
FOR SPRING
says Mrs. Pearl Haak, specialist size from 3 inches to 30
WALKER'S DRUGS 8c
inches in
in foods at the College of Agri- diameter. Engineers say
JEWELRY
they can
culture and Home Ecnoomics, evertbe made larger.
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 3211
University of Kentucky. Thomas
Laxton, Gradus, Lesion's Progress and Little Marvel are recommended varieties. Only one
minute's blanching in boiling water is necessary before they are
chilled, drained, packed and sealAssociates
ed.

Farmers, stockmen and all oth'er interested persons have been
invited to a field day meeting at
the Agricultural Experiment Station at Lexington May 25 to see
the work with pasturing livestock
on various grasses and the breed
ing and testing of hay and grain
crops, it is announced.
Starting from the Dairy Center
on the Nicholasville road at 9:30,
daylight saving time, the morning
will b edevoted to seeing expetiimental pastures of bluegrass, Ky.
31 fescue, orchard grass, brome
grass and ladino clover. Results
will be noted in grazing different
kinds of stock on various fields—
dairy cattle, beef cattle, sheep
and hogs.
The Washington variety of asResults of spreading various paragus
is approved for freezing.
amounts of manure on grass will Scales
on the stalk which might
be seen and explained.
harbor sand, should be removed,
Meeting at the Livestock Pavi- then the stalks washed and cut
lion at 1 p. m., visitors will be in desired lengths. •Blanching in
shown improved wheat, barley. p generous amount of hot water
and oats developed at the Experi- should be from two to four minment Station; also the breeding utes, or enough to heat through
work with alfalfa, white clover, the stalk.
ladino clover, red clover, crimTo prepare rhubarb for freezson clover and grasses..
ing, wash, trim and cut stalks
in I-inch pieces. Then combine
Methods of preserving cattl- one cup of
sugar with five to
hides and making them Into six cups of
rhubarb, or make a
leather soles were first described syrup of three
cups of Sugar to
by Homer in the Iliad almost 2,900 four cups of
water. Pack and seal.
years ago.

• GOOD QUALITY

Phone 3254

Princeton, Ky.

Sven Cub Scouts Tour
Plant Of Local Firm

SAVE /IIIINOKS IN BID
Costa Mesa, Calif. —(AP) ...Seven cub scouts, of Den Moth- Walter Mullins has Invented a
er Mrs. Ira Fears visited the gadget that he thinks will delight
Princeton Creamery last week as smokers, lie says it permits them
part of the organization's educe- to puff cigarettes safely in bed..
itaiiii—p'rogram, it is announced. —Hit-iiSehtyKnrotrer" ronststverr"Scouts touring t he plant were a 734-inch high ceramic pelican
listed as Bobby Fears, Billy and a • long rubber tube with a,
Smith, Joe Hunsaker, Jack Fish- mouthpeice. The cigarette is iner, James Strong, Rolland Good- serted inta an aluminum holder
aker and Den Chief Jimmy Fish- which connects With the tube at
er. Samples of ice cream were the base of the bird's jaws.
It burns in a horizontal posipresented members of the group.
tion suspended over -the bird's'
yawning lower bill, which acts as
ATTENDS CONFERENCE
Mrs. Mamie Louise Blakley, an ash try. Mullins says he got
Donovan street, member of the the idea from an Oriental water
Spillman Chapel C. M. E. Church, pipe.
left Sunday to attend a general
A beautiful girl of the Iboconference of C. M. E. churches speaking people of Nigeria
may
at Kansas City, Mo.
bring $250 as a bride, but a homely one may get her father only
three goats.

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

Russell Woodall

Sis Baker

Roberta Wheeler

Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Poid
A Woodall

Virgil Smith

MITCHELL BROS.
PLUMBING & HEATING CO.

NEW CROSSBRED PEACHES
Riverside, Calif. — (AP) — Until recently, the situation in southern California peach orchards was
like this:
The mild winters seemed to bewilder peach trees imported from
the eastern United States. They
leafed out late, bloomed weakly.
The fruit :was scrawny. Peach
trees from South China seeined
to like the climate, but their
fruit was not commercially valuable.
Now the two have been crossed.
Several strains of excellent freestone mid-season and late-maturing peaches have been developed.
reports M. M. Winslow of the
California College of Agriculture
experiment station here.
Byron Strong, Savannah, Ga.,
spent the weekend with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Strong,
South Seminary street. Other
guests at the Strong home Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Strong and son, Tommy, Dawson
road; Mr. and Mrs. James Johnston, Marion, and Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Strong and children, Martha and Linda, Crayne.

That's why we can recommend Toms
Sterling with confidence.
When you choose your TOWLE Sterling pattern in our store you know you
are shopping where you're sure and
buying what you're sure of!

Come in soon and see our complete
collection of Towti patterns in solid
silver. Select the one that's perfect for
you! Six-piece place settings start at
$24.50; single pieces at $2.95, including tax.

YE

KEEP YOUR.
BANNERS
HIGH
mai9111
SMITH'S
- FURNITURE

SIR ... the finest Dodge models we've

eSver sold are on the way to our showroom
right now. Factory production is in full swing.
Now is the time to get your order in.

Spring is here and you want to enjoy your
new Dodge now. You'll be surprised how
easily and quickly you can own a new 1950
Bigger Value Dodge if you act at once!

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Pa e Twelve

Corn loan Dates
Announced By P.MA
May 20 Is Deadline For June 10 Delivery;
Loans Mature July 31
May 20 is the final date for
farmers to notify the local P. M.
A. committee on corn to be delivered on loan or purchase agreement during the first ten days in
June, Willis S. Traylor, chairman
of the committee, announced
Wednesday.
June 30 is the final date for
filing notice for corn to be delivered during the first ten days
of July, it was explained.
Government price support loans
on the 1949-cron of corn mature

July 31, 1950, Traylor said, "but
early delivery is usually advisable' in Kentucky because of the
danger of angoumois Moth damage. If loans are not repaid pr
corn delivered during thesetional periods, the producer runs
a risk of considerable loss at settlement time because of downgrading," he explained.
A borrower may redeem corn
under loan by repaying the loan
at any time prior to maturity
date on July 31 unless early delivery has been made to CCC,
Traylor said.
"14cause of costs of delivery,
shelling, early-delivery, discounts,
and possible discounts d ue to
down-grading, many farmers may
find it advantageous to redeem
the corn and sell it on the local
market," he concluded.
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HI HO CRACKERS,Sunshine
1 lb. pkg.
TOMATOES, Ladoga,
No. 2 can
PURE CANE SUGAR, South Down
10 lb. pkg.
PEAS, Handy,
20 os. can 10c
3 for
CORN, Pennysaver, white cream
style, Co. Gent., No. 2 can
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for your careers.

RANDOLPH MOTORS

Plain Toe
Compo Sole

12k

GREENS, Nancy Lee, Kale or
.
or Turnip, No. 2 can
LIMA BEANS,Larsen's green

89(
29(
10(

46o.. can
TUNA FISH, Disc Brand
No. ls can
TOMATO SOUP, Castle Haven
4 for
..10% oz. can
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Red Cross
3 Pkgs.
CHERRIES, South Haven. red sour
pitted, No. I can
2 for

Fresh Fruits And Vegetables
APPLES, Virginia Winesap

50 GROS
It's time to consider the future.

Sizes 6 to 12

May It hold nothing but

29(

BANANAS, large fancy ripe
14

NEW POTATOES. U. S. No. 1
8 lbs.
SWEET POTATOES, Nancy Ilan
Pound

MEAT SPECIALS
ROUND STEAK, Grade A Beef,
' lb.
CHUCK ROAST, Grade A Beet,
41b.

good for you.

I, MO

rINKEL'S

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
111 W. GT. SQ.
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FAIR STORE
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
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